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Will Begain Work Soon. Bursum Will Urge
Land Exchange Bill
With next week's issue of the
;
Affects New Mexico Engineer J. A. Lapraik. of the
Emergency Rail Rates

One Year Old.

acAdvocate, we have completed
Senator Bursum appeared this
According to the district office Bureau of Public Roads,
the first year in the life of this of the forest service the general companied by his. wife, arrived week before interstate commerce
publication. We, for the first few land exchange bill, recently ap- in Reserve last Friday and commission this week and urge
m nths labored under great proved by congress and signed departed Saturday for the road the allowing of an. emergency
e
road rate on
difficulties to keep the paper by the president will affect from camp on
spring shipments to
northern ranges for New Mexico
going, and. in fact, . the entire 50,000 to 100,000 acres Lof land project.
C. A. Cunningham,
of Cun- stock, Both the stockmen of the
a loss to the publisher in New Mexico. The billsanctions
y3r Bhows
- of
on state and the interested
&Ralls.
belive
contractors
now
We
dollars.
many
the exchange of government ningham
railway
that we have overcome these lands for privately owned lands this project, also came in Friday. companies will be represented at
difficulties and expect to make for the purpose of consolidating Mrs. Cunningham accompanied the hearing.' Senator Bursum
the Advocate a paying proposit holdings, restricted to within the her husband, and will remain at telegraphed the officials of the
ion from now on. We have our boundaries. . of
the national' thftcamp during the summer, or N. M. Cattle and Horse Growers
until the contract is finished. association that he was confident
own plant now at Reserve, and forests,
are prepared to give our readers The majority of exchanges in! Work will. begain just as soon as that the emergency rate would
better paper in the this state will be with small land the road machinery now enroute be allowed.
tliture than we have in the past. owners. The bill will probably arrives.
Many of our subscriptions run bring about the exchange of
P. S. Higgina
and
in tnis section say
Frank
out on the next issue and wt nearly the same acreage in
is the best this
season
this
that
Lindseyjeft Wednesday morning
trust that those whose time Arizona.
for Magdalena, expecting to be section has had since 1914, and
runs out at that date will renew
that we are assured of abundant
Loans Approved ,
gone t wo or three days.
promptly and help us along in
For New Mexico The county commissioners grass, as well as an excellent
the financial line. We publish all
adjourned Wednesday afternoon farming season this year.
March
Washington,
proceedings of the county comall business
of 121 advances for ag- after completing
missioner and all other court
before the court.
W. L. Thomas, representing
news of the county, and expect ricultural and livestock purposes
the
Goodyear Tire company, with
Ben
of
Lake
Salt
Kemp,
to kep our readers informed aggregating $3,324. 000 was anat El Paso, was in
headquarters
was
Reserve
a
visitor
weekly of all matters of interest nounced today b$ the war finance country,
in the interest of
in the county as weil as all corporation, the loans included: Saturday. Ben had considerable town Monday
his company.
.
Arizona
Colorado trouble on the trip in as the John
$50, 000-matters of interest both state
to
and nationally. You need to keep $288,000; New Mexico $98,000 Henry failed act up according
. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to reputation.
up on what is being done in the and Texas $368. 000.
of the Interior, U. S. Land
cour.iy, and you can do so by
The public schools at Reserve Department
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexieo
The Movies.
in
Send
Advocate.
the
reading
Monday after an
March 29, 1922
The picture show was started
Notice is hereby given that Joe
two weeks vacation on
enforced
your subscription now.
here for the purpose of providing
iccount of illness of one of the Day, of Alma, New Mexico, who, on
Prominent Bankers Here entertainment for the people of teachers
and a number of the Apri)(it 13, 1918, made Homestead Entry
Reserve and the surrounding
No.'
7890 for Homestead Entry SurH. T. Mattern,
vey No. 399 in Sections 25 and 2fi,
Boulevard country, and not with the intent pupiles.
of the Sonthwest
State Bank, of Kansas City, ion of reaping much prolit. So The schools' at Frisco closed Township 10 S. Range 21 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, containing 159.79 acres,
Missouri and W. P. Wilcox,
far, it has not been profitable to Tuesday for a few days on Has filed notice
of intention to make
of
account
a
of
we
the
believe it
prevalency
of the Central Bank.of
promotor, but
final three year proof, to establish
furnished the
needed extermely severe colds among claim to the land above described, beEnid, Oklahoma, were in Reserve has
fore J. F. Shields, V. S. Commissioner,
last week, looking after matters entertainment for our people. the pupils.
at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day
with the Natii n's But, with the patronage it should
connected
District court will convene at of May, 1922.
will
beleive
it
return a Reserve on
Cattle and Land Company. Tne have, we
Claimant names as witnesses:
Munday, April 17th.
Nation '8 have one of the largest fair profit to those behind the This will be a non-jurterm. but W. J. Morgan, Robert Burns, Jesse
ranch holdings in the county, project.
allcases thatoan be tried without J. Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma New
Due to so much illness recently
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
located near Quemado.
a jury will be taken up. This
Register
it was thought best to close the will
be the first term of district
600,000 Miners on Strike theater for a short time,, Beginn- cotorr,
a
Catron
for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
coufty,ahd'
The big coal miners strike, ing Saturday, night, April 8th. a number of important cases will
of the Interior, U.S. Land
Department
scheduled for April 1, was pulled show and a dance will be given be heard before the
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
judpre.
a
off Btrictly on time. Over 600,000 and
pleasant evening and a
March 29, 1922
Mr. and Mrs. OHie Kiehne
time
are promised all
coal good
miners,- in the different
Notice i9 hereby given that Robert
were both confined to the house L.
Burns, of Alma, New Mexico, who
sections fiftVtJ'country ar.e now attending.
several
this week with on January 10, 1917, made Homestead
days
mines
are
and
Beginning
the
Wednesday,
April
big
idle,
Entry No. 014536, for Homestead Surclosed for an indefinite time. It 12th, two show a wnek will be severe colds.
vey No. 476 in Section 12, Township 10
and
Kiehne is recovering
is claimed by the strikers that, given, Wednesday
Saturday
Aug.
S., Range 21 W., N. M. P Meridian,
it is a fight to a finish, and that nights.- - The best films obtainable from a light attack of "flu", and containing 158.93 acres.
"
Has filed notice of intention to make
every demand presented by the will be shown on these evenings. is able to be out again.
final three year proof to establish
unions must be met before they
The School Election
claim to the land above described beNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
will return to work. Meanwhile
fore J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner
At
school
the
election
on
be
will
sufferer
the
the consumer
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day
Ollice at Las Cnices, New Mexico of
in curtailment of this necessary Monday last, A. W. Anderson
May, 1922. '
March 31, 1922
to succeed himself
Claimant names as witnesses:
commodity, and in the long run was
Notice is hereby
given that Dave
W. J. Morgan, Joe Day, Jesse J.
will pay for the strike in higher as director. The directors are the
Pickett, of, Reserve, New Mexico, who Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma, New
same
as
C.
J.
heretofore,
Scott, on November 28, 1917, made Homeprices. Over 50 per cent of the
Mexico
Nemecia Ascarate.
miners at Gallup are out but it is T. C.'Turk and A. W. Anderson stead Entry No. 017245, for .
Register.
aw
nw
Under the management of this
For nw
8
though the other mines in the
nwl-4- ;
se
4
8W
nw
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
state will continue in operation board, Reserve's public school nwl-4nn
sw
ne 4 nwl-as the workmen are not organized have reached a hierh state of sw
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
sw
sw
ne 4 nw
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
and are satisfied with conditions. efficiency, and will continue to sw
sw
nw 4
nw
sw 4
March 29, 1922.
improve.
swl-section 3; n 2 sel-- 4 se
Notice is hereby given that Jesse J.
A. H. Douglas, of the
s 2 ne
sw
e
ne
se
Commissioners Meet
Burns, of Alma, New Mexko, who on
nel-- 4
se
se
se
so
nw
Forest Reserve office,
e
Commissioner's
ne 4 se 4 December 17, 1918, ma.de Homestead
se
nw
court is in ne
spent several days this week
section 4, township 7 S., range 19 W., Entry No.018415, for Homestead Entry
session
week
this
at
the
regular N. M. P. Meridian
looking after Forest matters in
Survey No. 474 in section 2, township
April term. Those preseut were Has filed notice of intention to make 10 S., Range 21. W., N. M. P, Merithis section.
Anastacia Baca and W. J. Jones, final three year proof to establish claim dian, has filed notice of intention to
Benton S. Rogers, of the Luna county commissioners, Leard-to the land above described, before make final three year proof to estabRanger Station, was in Reserve Baca, sheriff, Steve Baca, deputy T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at lish claim to the land above described
last week laying in supplies and sheriff,
and A. T. Chavez, Reserve, New Mexico, on the 20th day before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commisof May, 3922
sioner, at Gila, New Meyco, on the
looking after other business county clerk.
S. J. Kidder,
22nd day of May, 1922
Claimant names aa witnesses:
matters.
was
in
not
commissioner,
Andro Hitfgins, W. S. Hudson, Herod Claimant names as witnesses:
Leo McAfee is having his attendance, he being in California F. Hudson, Ed Bustamante,of Reserve Jue Day, W. J. Morgan, Robert
New
Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma,
residence
property
greatly at the present time recovering vew Mexico.
Mexico.
Nemecia
Nemecia
Ascarate,
Ascarate,
improved this week by raising from a severe illness.
'
.
4s8
Register,
Register
and
tjhe same. He will
also build
Jrage on the rear BOND SALE ENJOINED
of the lota.
An injunction
suit has been ("8
Mrs.Tinney has let the contract
to
prevent the sale of
for a neat cottage which will be brought
voted by the
erected on the lots next to the the bonds recently
' Catron of the
of
court
county
public school building.
house, jail and road bonds reAnother good rain, followed bv
cently voted for that purpose.
mow, Sunday and Sunday night At Socorro Wednesdy, without
The elements are kind to the
any of our officials being notified
Frisco Valley section this season in time to attend the hearinc
the temporary injunction was
Doing Fine.
sustained and the heating for ai
We Sell
Word received from El Paso permanedt writ will be tried at
have!
Wednesday was that J. R Gaunt Reserve April 18th. We
had been rfrrated upon at the been unable so far to learn who
in
hospital successfully, and that brought the injunction, or upon
the patient was recovering nicely what grounds and will reserve
from the ordeal and entirely out our comments on the matter un
til these facta can be ascertained
of danger.

First National Bank
Magdalena, New Mexico

Luna-Reserv-

5 per cent paid
on time deposits

The

Uia-time- rs

Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
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Babjr Says-- 1

y

"I can't always ask for what I want
but I let you know when I get
what I want."
What baby wants most of all is the
loving care of Mother, especially
when Mother is aided by the baby
necessities that we can supply. Our
entire line of baby goods is made

n BA8v

M

up of the products of manufacturers who have long recognized that

FOOD

Purity Is Essential

3

MHlrf

We have always used the utmost
care in handling goods in this de-

partment. Careful mothers can do nothing
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nursing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
and those internal and external remedies
long associated with the care of the baby.

-

8
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4
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Everything Baby Needs
GAUNT'S PHARMACY
Reserve, New Mexico.
$3.00 a

year
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The Plumber
SOCORRO

MAGDALENA

Steam Fitting:

Plumbing:.

Fixtures

Bathroom and Toilet Furniture

8

sw mm,
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w
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fitS6irve ivyereairaBe bo.
"Dealers in Everything"

the Best Goods Obtainable at the Lowest Possible Prices

!eSerVef

Come

and See our Stock

NeW MexiCO

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Military Status

TWO NATIONS

CLAIM

IT

for Army Nurse

NEW MEXICO
AN OUTFIT FOR SPRING

THE NEW BLOUSES
Tunic,

th

and

WEAR

Army School of Nursing Soon to during the late war that the army
nurse can count on having practically 1
iftwwiftv
8
Be Brought Under Federal
the same apparatus as the nurse In
Control.
any civilian hospital.
Nor Is the army nurse taught only
the technique needed In treating battle
cases.
She goes through the same
ALWAYS DEMAND FOR NURSES
course of training that the civilian
nurse does.
One of the Instructors points out
Present Training School Exists Only
with patriotic pride that the army
War-W- ant
of
of
Order
by
Secretary
school Is one of the few schools of
School Put on Perma.
In the country that Is able to
nursing
nent Basil.
cover the entire course recommended
by the League of Nursing education.
Washington. That the urmy school
"The army can do this," said the
of nursing will soon be made an Innurse Instructor, "because the students t
j
of
the
orguuizutlon
army
tegral purt
are on ward duty less than In most
Is the hope of SlaJ. Julia Stltnson,
so
are
And
there
too,
then,
of the army nurse corps. hospitals.
many Instructors from the army medi
This ancient work of urt, a statue
The nurse corps believes In precal school who can be called on to lec- of a Greek goddess, was seized by
paredness for service In peace or on ture for us.
the French during the war as It was
And preparedness, from
emergency.
'Besides the unusual opportunity of owned by a German then living In Par-Is- .
the point of view of the corps, means
Afterward It was smuggled Into
studying with so many specialists, the
a training school for nurses,
nn opportunity Switzerland and then taken to GerIn a general way with the army nurse student has
It Is believed the French may
to visit and study In other hospitals. many.
training school for officers at West
There Is no provision for teaching pub- now clulm the statue, which Is very
Point.
nor highly valued.
We have such a school, but It exists lic health nursing at Walter Iteed,
chilof
nor
care
mental
for
nursing,
of
only by nu order of the secretary
nor maternity cases. For these
Bar. This may be a permanent enough dren
Berlin Potash Trade Revives.
the army affiliates with hosexistence, but It has an indefinite subjects,
Stucases.
In
such
Berlin.
,
there-toreGermany's potash Industry,
pitals specializing
lound. Congress is to be asked,
to give this Important school a dents spend at least a third of their disrupted by the war, is rapidly getWithin the
three years In hese other hospitals. ting on Its feet again.
military status so that It may be a part
has concludof the army and so that the student For public health nursing they have last few months Germany
of her
nurses may have the relutive rank of been going to the famous Henry Street ed arrangements for resumption
and for other potash trade with all European conn-trieIn
New
Settlement
York,
of
civilian
status
of
the
tadeta, Instead
to New York, Massachusetts,
including the United States. The
employees of the medical department subjects
to
St.
of the total potash output in
value
and
Elizabeth's,
Pennsylvania
Of the army.
the government hospital for the in- Germany In 1021 is estimated at 2,500,.
Until the recent wnr the army main000,000 marks.
tained a sinull standing corps of nurses sane, In Washington."
In time of peace and when It needed
large numbers recruited them from the
Bed Cross nursing service. But during the World war the army opened
Its own training school to lit women
for service, and It proved a successful
venture. The first class of 500 young
women was graduated last June. They
terved during their training at Walter
Beed and Lettennan General hospitals,
and other army hospitals In this counstates, and then Is reshipped'to this
try, and In that way rendered vnluable Prohibition Officials in Washingcity by rail or boat.
service.
ton Have Determined to Put
Trained for Civilian Service.
Shipped in Disguise.
The school of nursing cannot use all
Stop on Smuggling.
come
Some
of Its graduates In ordinary times, but
by express, disguised as
other commodities, biil even some have
those who are not needed go out well
been known, It was said, to come
trained to give service In civilian
TRADE IS BRISK; PRICES LOW
through safely by parcel post. Agents
fields. Some of the army nurse graduon the staff of Director Day have
ates have gone Into the newest line of
seized
liquors
Others
arriving here from
nursing, public health work.
Serv-ice
In
Southern ports by boat, and nlso
have gone Into private hospitals, Most Efficient Special Agents
Are Orderec Into Southern
liquors coming In from the South by
Institutions
and factories.
homes,
rail. In all Instances the liquors were
States Liquor Shipped in
There Is need for every one of them,
shipped as some liquid or food comVarious Disguises.
for there nre never enough nurses
s
modity, and perhaps would hs.ve esschools, It
graduated from
New York
seems. It Is because of this great need
Finding that Florida caped detection at tills end of the line
nurses and because It and other Southern states have now but for the observation made by the
for
through government agents at the shipping
Is an economy to the government to become .he chief territory
get Its nursing done partly by stu- which liquors are smuggled Into this point.
In line with the Information Direcapdentsas most hospitals do that the country, much of It eventually martor Day bus received on the situation
army school of nursing expects to con- pearing on the Eastern bootleg
In Southern states Is the story told
tinue.
kets, prohibition officials In WashingThe school Is really two schools. ton have decided upon an intensive by Frederick E. Walker, who bus returned from a visit to New Orleans,
Walter Heed hospital In this city takes campaign !j those states.
the greater part of the students, but
Alreody several general agents who Miami and points in Georgia and the
to make It easier for Western girls to were engaged with E. C. Yellowley In Carollnas.
"I never thought It possible for
tnke the course, training is also given the investigations in this city the latIn San Francisco at the Letterman
ter part of last year have gone to smugglers to get so much liquor Into
General hospital.
Florida, and others, including Saul the South as It appears they are now
It Is interesting to visit the school Grill, "the silent man," with a record doing," said Mr. Walker. "Take New
at Walter Reed. One goes with the of having trapped hundreds of per- Orleans, for Instance. Thousands of
barcases of liquor are being brought into
vague Idea, perhaps, that first aid Is sons, from bankers down to plain
the prominent subject In any army tenders, In bootleg schemes, will leave that port, according to all reports,
and after studying the map a little I
nurse's course. He would not be sur- - Bhortly for duty in that state.
to find one of the
A. Day, federal prohibition could appreciate the ease with which
Ralph
frised
boats
fitted out like a enmp with director for New York state, who has it could be done. Shallow-draf- t
dummies dressed in khaki to be used declared that next to the "home stills" can come oround from Gulfport Into
bs models for dressing Imaginary the big problem In the enforcement of Mississippi Sound and Into the canal,
which there Is u wide area
tvounds.
prohibition is smuggling, lias received along
the
that a considerable pro- suitably adapted for unloading
One finds, however, that there Is Information
contraband goods.
very little of the emergency atmos- portion of New York's present supply
"While the hotels in New Orleans
Hospital and of the best grade of liquors, includphere In the school.
for the most part, strictly observtransportation facilities for wartime ing hundreds of varieties of Scotch, are,
the law, there are thousands of
tiurslng have been developed so highly first lands In one of the Southern ing
other places where liquors can lie sold.
The general agents under Mr. Yellow-lewho spent several weeks In New
Orleans found the problem there much
more difficult thun In New York city,
and it is quite cartain that their if-- ;
forts did not diminish by one drop
the supply of 'wet' goods.
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Stop Flood of
Rum Into South
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Beads, Jet Girdles, Flowing Sleeves,
Embellishments That
Among
Adorn These Garments.
In
Among the newest offerings
blouses are smart tunic blouses that
fall almost to the ankles. Other chic
s
drop Just to the hips, and
there are clever little blouses thut
hide themselves inside the skirt bund.
One does not see si many blouses this
season as formerly, but the selection
at the shops Is even more elaborate.
For formal afternoon occasions,
there Is a long tunic blouse of Spanish lace, with wrist length flowing
sleeves pieoted at the bottom. The
lower section of the blouse Is split
up to the hips, and all the
edges are plcoted. A slim Jet girdle
looped at the side lends becoming
fullness at a low waistline. One needs
only to complete tills attractive blouse
with a slip of black canton crepe, or
she might attempt a colored slip, such
as tangerine or midnight blue.
An imported blouse Is fashioned of
henna georgette elaborately embroidered in fine steel bends.
It Is a simaffair with the oval neck
ple slip-oso fashionable this season.
Short
kimono sleeves are banded with a
clever deslg,, of the steel beads, and
across the front of the blouse great
motifs are spread. A sash of plain
henna georgette Is tied In the back.
A blouse similar to this comes in
oteel gray georgette with the bead
trimming and Is unusually smart worn
with a suit of Harding blue duvetyn.
Black georgette beaded in the finest gold beads will find a welcome In
the wardrobe of the woman who likes
something a bit different. A long,
loose unbelted blouse, completed by
an accordion
plaited skirt of crepe
makes aa Interesting costume.
Another type of blouse distinctive

Mrs. M. Austin
"I am now absolutely free from the feminine trouble from
which I suffered, together with annoying nervousness, and I certainly owe
my recovery to Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription. I have taken only
three bottles, but am sound and well
and have gained 19 pounds." Mrs.
Minnie Austin.
If you're nervous or troubled like
Mrs. Austin, go to your druggist at
once and obtain this Prescription of
Dr. Pierces, In tablets or liquid. Writ
Dr. Pierce in Buffalo, N. Y., for free,
confidential medical advice. Send 10c
if you desire a trial package tablets.
Gralnnln, Okla.

i
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Friends Can Do Much Harm.
If a cause be good, the most violent
attack of Its enemies will not Inlu-- e
It so much as an Injudicious defense
of It by its friends. Colton.

n

This charming spring
a gray broadcloth
uniquely cut coat of blue
diagonally by matching
of

L

THE TWEED DRESS AND CAPE

HINTS

.

i

This season presents a tweed dress
and cape which promises to rival the
ever popular tweed suit. This model
is distinguished by the binding of
hat
lacquered ribbon. The semi-spor- t
Is embroidered in colors.

Lift Off

with Fingers

FOR SPRING

Fruits and Flowers in Abundance Are
Predicted for Use on Variety of
Headgear.
The wizards of millinery art are
busy planning the creations that will
adorn milady's proud heud this spring.
Some of the ndvunce models are
already on display and If there Is
anything In signs, the spring Is due
for a rainbow of color in coutrusi
to the sombre of winter.
There is a new shade of violet
bound to be becoming to the fair
skinned and blond or brunette type
equally well. It is a sort of blue when
first discovered, yet, one could not
safely call It blue without fear of
having one's neighbor call It violet.
So subtle is the color note, that it Is
Hose, too, has a
truly charming.
It mixes with
strange new blend.
orchid to form a decidedly new shade
for spring millinery.
Fruit and flowers In abundance are
predicted. According to present signs,
the hats will be small, but brimmed.
At front, just above the short brim,
a multitude of colorful fruits and
flowers nestle together. Novelty fruit,
such as pink grapes on a violet hat is
shown. Silver grapes on gray are
So also nre the
new and fascinating.
green and yellow and blue fruits that
nestle together to form a bizarre effect
at the front of a tangerine hnt in
chiffon taffetn.

first-clas-

CORNS

suit consists
skirt and a
serge, crossed
gray stripes.

for use with a tailored suit Is of
natural pongee silk, with contrasting
pipings In either red, green, brown or
blue silk. A few tucks, "nd a round
collar, cut In squure scallopo with
cuffs and a peplum to mutch are noticeable features. The scallops are
piped In the contrasting silk, and a
string tie finishes the neck.
CHAPEAU

'

'

f

Tuck-l- n

Models Are in Favor.

Separate Skirts,
Separate skirts will have their usual
run of favor for spring and summer,
especially for sport wear, and plain
skirts promise to be more popular this
year than the plaited models. Of
course, plaited skirts are shown, but
the plain ones nre in the majority, and
this holds true, no matter whether the
fabric is. of silk, cotton or wool.

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"Freezone" on an aching corn, instantly

that corn stops hurting, then ehortlx...
you lift it right off with fingers. Truly!
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone" for a few centB, sufficient to
remove every hard corn, soft corn, or

corn between the toes, and the calluses,
without soreness or irritation.

That's the Kind.
Jones "Simmons seems to have a
Very active brain.'" Bones "Ah, yes;
but Is it retronctive?"

Sure Relief

FOR INDIGESTION
6
I

Bell-an- s

water

h!l!2Pl Sure Relief
iMltj

BELL-AN-S

25i and

75$ Packages, Everywhere

TOO
LATE
Death only a matter of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

y

Bicycle With an Airplane Engine

Even

Bell

Hops Solicit.

"But over in Miami, Fin., It Is
story as regards the hotels. As
you are being tuken to your room in
the elevator the bell hop gives you
the 'once over.' Even before you nre
well out of the elevator he Is soliciting your liquor orders. Take me, for
Instance. I have been told thut I even
have the appearance of a government
secret service man, yet the hell hops
In the hotels In which I have stopped
there approached me for liquor orders before I had reached my room.
"Competition Is so keen In Miami
and In many other places in the South
that the prices are less than half what
Good
they nre In New York city.
Scotch can be hud at retail at $0 a
quart, while in the city the price Is $13
to $20, except In the
places, where you pay as much as $40
a quart.
By the case you can buy
the best brands of Scotch whiskies for
$50 to $00, and I suppose In large
quantities you can get It even cheaper.
The good liquor conies from Cuba and
the Bahama Islands.
"The conditions In Miami obtain to
a large extent In many other places
In Florida, Georgia and the Carollnas.
All along the Atlantic const the smugglers are operating freely, bringing in
large quantities of liquors, according
An Ingenious mechanic of the French Airplane company of Chicago has to the general talk all along the line.
"Not only are large quantities of
quipped a bicycle with an airplone engine and Intends to give a demonstration
on Michigan boulevard shortly that is likely to raise a few hairs. He claims liquors coming in by boats, but It
his machine does 1M) miles an hour on low gear on the ground and that when would nppeur that 'iiioonshinliig' is uu
the Increase."
tie goes into high gear, there is no limit to his speed--

THE UMBRELLAS

FOR SPRING

Not Much Change In Style; Favorite
Colors Are Brown, Navy, Red

Purple, Green.
Very little new Is being shown In
the spring lines of umbrellas. Some
new patented features, such as removable covers, folding handles, etc.,
are furnishing tnlklng points, but the
colored silk umbrella with a matching
or harmonizing pyroxylin handle and
flat carrying strap or thong Is In
greatest demand. The colors are the
usual street shades, such as brown,
navy, red, purple and green.
A novel feature In men's umbrellns
is the introduction this season of colA
ors, says Dry Goods Economist.
London smoke, dark brown and hunter's green are all being shown In
men's umbrellns. As to whether these
will become popular Is still a question,
but men wear soft hats in these colors
and there is reason to believe they will
carry umbrellas in these very dnrk
tones.
Children's lines continue to grow In
variety and also popularity.

ing shown, and the low waistline so

much featured In outer apparel enters
the negligee field also, some rather
pleasing effects having been developed.
Neck Ribbons

Again.

The flapper set In Paris lias resurrected the neck ribbon, and It Is fast
gaining lu popularity. The girls are
wearing a band of ribbon tightly about
the neck, Just below the chin. It is
usually about half an Inch wide, and
the colors run all the way from bright
yellow to black. Some of the wearers
hnve a small gold ornament, such as a
miniature heart, hanging from the ribbon by a chain In front. It Is just a
fad and probably won't last more than
a couple of months.

Summer Underwear,
Fine sateen, either in plain or
weave, is an excellent fabric
choice for warm weather undergarments. Another practical undergarment fabric is fine sheer cotton crepe.
This Is available In many colors and
patterns. This crepe is used effectively for warm weather negligees ns well
as undergarments, with pipings and
bindings In plain color cotton or silk
or of ribbon.
Boudoir Garments Are Wool Trimmed. fabric
and
the
pracvery popular
Among
Beautiful Hands.
tical boudoir robes of the present seaTo develop hand muscles regulated
the
son is
garment mnde of a light
silk, such as crepe de chine and china exercises are most useful.. With the
silk, interlined with lambs' wool and fingers outstretched and the arms held
daintily quilted. Frequently wool em- straight before you from the shoulder
broidery supplies the trimming touch, forward, bend the hands downward 20
although quite as many are entirely times. Then bend them upward in the
nntrlmmed. Washable flannel kimonos same way from the wrists. Exercise
are also popular and dainty, and wool each finger in turn similarly and the
challls is used for serviceable boudoir joints of the fingers. Then with one
turn
garments. For spring some very hand squeeze the finger tlps-i- u
dainty cotton crepe negligees are be and manipulate each Joint.
d

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles th
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for the name Cold Medal on awy heat
nd accept no imitation

HOIYIENTA
instantly opens your head and

makes breathing1 easy. Fine for
CATARRH COLDS COUGHS
75 at stores or 851 by mall. Address
New York Drug Concern. New York
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WAR MATERIAL MADE USEFUL

Mothers Know That

Ingenious and Economical Uses of Sur.
plus Supplies Made in Construction of Highways.

Always
Bears the

Signature
of

-;

liAhr
In

ers- L.nWul Remedy fof

Use

ana.

s

For Over
LS'T

Thirty Years

V.R.

ill

machines for spraying whitewash on
poles along state highways; bomb
proof shelters now house
tools and explosives such are some
of the peace-timconversions of sur
plus war materials turned over to the
states through the Department of Agriculture, by authority of the congress,
and now playing a part in extending
and perfecting the national highways,
Keports from many states to the
bureau of public roads, United Stutes
Department of Agriculture, through
which agency the surplus material was
distributed, tell of the Ingenious and
economical uses of these supplies,
valued at $50,000,000. Among the
chief items thus distributed are nearly
30,000 motor vehicles and nearly
worth of spare parts. In their
original form, the motortrucks were
generally not suited for road construetlon purposes on account of the shape
and size of their bodies, which were
designed especially for army use, but
Hie majority of the trucks have been
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DYED HER BABY'S COAT,

Lloyd

Products

Baby Carriages &Fumiture

Ask Your Local Dealer
Write Now for

32-Pa-

Illustrated Booklet
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CITY.

Rare Indeed.
Hens in Trouble.
In a recently published story occurs
Luclle was sent to si neighbor to get
some eggs. The neighbor Informed her the following: "Having thrust a New
that the hens were limiting, find she Testament into his pocket before
could not let her have any.
starting he now took It out and read
Psalm." This must
When she reached home Lucile said: the Twenty-thir- d
"Mamma, Sirs. T. can't let us have any have been n rare copy of the Testament, unknown to any person other
eggs because her hens are wilting."
than the author and his character.

LOOM

(19)

W: 7mt)

A SKIRT AND CURTAINS

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
Steel Rails Being Made Use Of for
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things
Dragging a Road.
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
Bhe can put a new, rich color into shabby
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings, altered by substituting dump bodies
sweaters, coverings, draperies, hangings, and hoisting devices for the cargo and
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other ammunition bodies with which
they ore
kind then perfect home dyeing is guaranteed. Just tell your druggist whether equipped.
the material, you wish to dye is wool or
Idaho has converted' the steel amailk, or whether it is linen, cotton, o: munition
Into bottom-dum- p
bodies
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak,
bodies; Maine has removed the cargo
spot, fade or run. advertisement.
bodies from the chnssls and changed
Where Texas Draws the Line.
them Into duinjt bodies by pivoting
Personally we claim that women them near the renr end, and addhave a right to smoke if they want to, ing a hoisting device; Arizona has cut
but we would hute to see a housewife the bottoms of the bodies In half from
making pies with a pipe in her mouth. front to back and then used the sides
Galveston News.
for a new bottom and the two halves
of the bottom for the new sides. Near
ly all the states In which there Is a
enow problem have utilized a portion
of their truck allotment to push snow
plows in winter, and many have converted the trucks into serviceable

sprinklers.
RUSH OF PRELIMINARY WORK
There Will Be No Delay
Highway
Construction by Enactment of
New Federal Act.
In
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"Love is the law of my being, my
real life, indeed." Miss Multland

sighed unctuously to Professor Grant,
lifting her eyes, then instantly drop
ping them as though abashed by such
She was,
approach to
by estate, a spinster of uncertain age,
thirty In her own
parlor,
something far beyond that In pluln.
unequivocal
daylight. By profession
was her specialty
Since
she was more than rich and In the
very forefront of clubdom, she had
splendid chances for her favorite
pastime.
Hut like John Gilpin's wife, she
had a frugal mind. Other folk might
extravagantly dine and wine and mnke
s
of visiting celebrities
the town went In for culture up to Its
elbows but she confined her efforts
to afternoon receptions; they were
too elaborate to be classed as teas,
Since she had her pick of the Hons
the receptions were not too many,
three at most In a season, but they
gave her liberty to be among those
present wherever celebrity was on
view or hearing In other houses. Her
guest list was highly catholic; being
a highbrow reformer to the bone, she
made a point of ringing In now nnd
again some one of her tradespeople
milliner, caterer, florist, whatnot and
showed them a line high courtesy that
nuiilo the
stare.
She belonged, you see, to the holders
of unearned
Increment there were
three generations between her and the
ancestrul blacksmith whose shop had
grown up Into n big plow factory. Of
course, the folk who kowtowed to her
saw In these casual guests proof of
her sincere democracy,' her excellent
heart no less. Hut there wore captious ones who sneered that she had
more substantial reasons; that such
Invitations were paid for In discounts
and special privileges. But they were
nothing compared to the unbelieving
multitude which wns wont to say of
her favorite platitude, "Love Is the Inw
of my being," that It was gospel truth,
since Miss Multland loved nobody but
herself. Her money, of course, being
impersonal, ranked above humanity.
Orphaned ten years at least, and
without brother or sister, she lived
alone In a grand, rather gloomy house,
set In a wide ynrd nt the top of the
avenue the town's finest street.
Cameron, her cousin companion,
of course did not count. A small,
mousey, faithful person, lacking other
shelter, with barely enough Income to
clothe herself scnntlly, nnd neither
training nor opportunity for work, she
was Cousin Anna's willing and grate
ful slave, effacing herself joyously nt
need In the other woman's service. She
got In return a not unkindly tolerance,
garments and a sort
many
of moonlight social position.
Cousin Anna wns glad to have
Elspeth Included In Invitations, but
adroit In so arranging things that
they could rorely be accepted. Elspeth,
you see, was like the paying guests
with a difference, that she paid as sign
manual of Miss Mnltland's philanthropy. This, In addition to being secretary, seamstress In extraordinary,
errand girl, maid and overseer of the
servants, was no bnd return.
Elspeth's heart sank sometimes nt
thought of her future If Cousin Anna
should marry. But she bravely masked
her tremors and made the small jests
as to wooers her benefactress purred
under. Miss Multland had truly had
beaus a plenty but for the most part
they had evidently been captives to
er rent roll and bank account rather
than her charms.
Despite a hawkish nose nnd tight,
mouth, she wns not Ill- looking in full regalia. Stately things
Bulted her almost oriental darkness
so did the glow nnd flash of Jewels,
and the softenings of rich fur. Also
her background set off all these things.
So It Is not strange she bad rather
taken the visiting professor by storm
he was talllsh, lean and
a widower of long standing, and
the perverging now upon forty-fivilous years of Indiscretion for the male
of the species, running thence to the
house-guest-

new-ric- h
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

i

(Prepared by the United States Department
of. Agriculture.)
Army ambulances have been con
verted to survey curs for use In road
building; water sprinklers changed to

e
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Grapes and the
Professor

For Infants and Children.

Genuine Castoria

neither Optam,Morpnu;'MnernLNoiNAHCXICi

IMPROVED
ROADS

iff"

Instead of Kalsomine or Wall Paper
Because only genuine AUbastme will give jrou those soft delicate, aituic AUbattine
colon, which add to much to the beauty of your home.
Good decorators use Alabaitiiie. Nearly all stores selling paints carry it in stock.
Aik your dealer or decorator to ihow you samples and explain the Alabatfine.
the newest sad most beautiful method of interior decoration.
Opaline Process

The Alabastine
Company
Grand Rapids). Mich.

Highway construction will not be
delayed by the requirements of the
new federal highway act. The federal
highway system will consist of roads,
not exceeding 7 per cent of the total
In any state, designated by the state
and approved by the secretary of agriculture. Work Is being rushed by
nil the highway departments on the
preparation of maps of the proposed
system, but nuluially such an Important matter will take some little time
The government
and consideration.
authorities will insist that Important
through routes meet at state lines
bewhich will require conferences
tween authorities of different elates.
In order that work will not be
delayed pending the approval of each
slate system the secretary of agriculture bus amended the rules and
regulations for federal aid to permit
the immediate construction of such
roads as It may reasonably be anticipated will become part of the system.
State highway olllclals are being
advised that the anticipated route of
which the road to be built is a part
should be as long as practicable, preferably entirely across the state. A
map must be submitted showing the
route, other possible routes dikI connecting routes. If this Is found satisfactory the project will be approved
for Immediate construction,
The State of Washington submitted
on December 27 the Hrst complete
state system, and others are expected
In a short time.
DOORS "OPEN FOR 100 YEARS"
Gateway Being Erected at Blaine,
Wash., to Commemorate Peace
Between Countries.
Pacific hichway
Where the ne-crosses the Canadian border at Blaine,
Wash., a gateway Is being erected to
commemorate 100 years without for
tification or armies along the 3,000
Inmiles of
boundary.
scribed over the doorways are the
legends, "Open for 100 Years" nnd
'May These Doors Never Be Closed."
l

of staring eyes all
ubout. Presently, his thirst somewhat
slaked, he moved toward the farther
end of the long room, where, slightly
ambushed by portieres, he stood exam
ining narrowly a picture just above
him. The portieres masked an open
door that led to the butler's pantry,
where were all the reserve edibles.
Voices came through It, hushed but
distinct. One was a growly bass, the
other a piping treble, almost a whine.
The bass voice said volcanlcally :
"You tell, her she's got to pay; I'm
clean tired of all this sheenanlgan,
Them grapes Is wuth all of twentyfive dollars! You hear me I Unless
she does pay right off the reel she'll
be a sorry woman."
"Mister Jackson, how can you! With
Cousin Anna so good to you giving
t
you all her business; and you
brings you a lot more," from the
treble.
"And I do It at a loss hern,
mean ; 10 per cent off wholesale she
will Insist on and renting my best,
fruitses fer show-ofTellln' me the
honor beln' here Is so much. Lordl
she makes me sick and all It stands
me Is beln' laughed at by the rest
here. They know old Dick Juckson
ain't no social ornament ; also and
furder that Miss Ann Mnltland's as
close as as the bark to a tree. Now,
here's the word with the bark on It
I'll be paid fer the
of
that fellow with the
spectacles, else bleat out the truth to every
body that comes inside the shop to
morrow."
"Nobody could have eaten all those
beau-tl-fgrapes !" pleaded the trele,
The buss growled black : "No, One
Eye couldn't a belt the hull of 'em
but with his plckin' and choosln' he
sp'llt every bunch I got proof my
head waiter seen him and took notice.
Tell that ter yer Cousin Ann. Me, I'm
through."
Heavy footsteps followed, with
chorus of soft sobbing. Professor
Grant slipped outside to see a slim,
small creature In a soft blue frock,
her face burled In her bunds, tours
raining through her fingers, drooping
over ti huge platter of salad and shakknow-tha-

f.

thin-lippe- d

he found
Somehow
ing plteously.
courage to take away the hands, look
Into drenched slate-blu- e
eyes and say
things that dried the tears In them.
Unaccountably he led the owner of
them away to the living room. Miss
Multland found them there an hour
later, quite oblivious of all the rest of
the world.
When Professor Grunt brought his
new wife to the college town she had
never a Jewel beyond her wedding
ring and the simplest possible trousseau. Also slate-blu- e
eyes that laughed
rather than wept. And they laughed
whenever anybody suld "Sour grapes."

BEST

TO KNOW THE TRUTH

Man Who Fears to Disclose Physical
Trouble to Physician Is
Sure to Regret It.
Is probably true that more
are crippled or weakened by the
fear of disease than by the disease It
self. The mystery which In the public mind surrounds, or Is supposed to
surround, certain symptoms Is so great
that their appearance causes something like a panic. The victim gives
way to Imaginings and broodings of
every sort and often becomes so nervous as to hide his trouble in case his
worst fears are confirmed.
The policy Is fatnl, says a writer,
because a man with a trouble of that
kind on his mind becomes Incapable,
or nenrly Incapable, of doing justice
to his work. If he Is the bearer of
Important responsibility he becomes a
danger to his assoclutes. It may sound
paradoxical It Is none the less true
that he would be better In every way If
he knew that his complaint was dead
ly, In the opinion of the physician.
It is uncertainty which kills, he says.
for uncertainty saps courage and
opens the doors of the mind to a hunThe pain In the chest
dred enemies.
may be "angina pectoris." The dys- pepsla may In the end turn out to be
cancer of the stomuch, and so on. No
man, nnd particularly no business man,
he asserts, can do Justice to his work
or himself with fear of that kind in his

It

peo-pl- o

mind.

William of Normandy Cave Man.
"Cave man" tactics, though a strenuous means, are sometimes justified
when
the end, once
considering
In
thought William of Normandy.
his nineteenth yenr William was encoffin lid.
slaved by the charms of his cousin,
Likewise he had impressed Miss
Matilda, daughter of the duke of FlanMultland. She wns aweary of single ders.
The yung woman did not relife, of queening It In her provincial
his ardor.
environment. The atmosphere of a ciprocate
Nothing daunted, William contin
big college appealed strongly to her ued to
press his suit and for seven
imagination. So she hnd given her Inyears was an adoring and
wearing
for
suitor
sigh
glance,
tending
glnnce
suitor.
for sigh, and was fully persuaded to Impetuous
he determined to take adFinally
came
him
to
he
when
next
accept
of the next opportunity to
town a matter still Indefinite In date vantage
to a head. Meeting Maaffairs
bring
sure
to
but
happen.
In the street one day when she
tilda
a
two
them
made fine, stately
of
The
was In company of some of ber
pair In the dining room.' It was richdark carving, rare rugs, companions, he suddenly seized her,
ly furnished
threw her Into the mud, ruining both
much burnished silver and gleaming
and her finery, and threather
glass, to say nothing of a fine antique ened dignity
frequent repetitions If he was
mantel and really creditable pictures
not accepted.
hung sparely above the wainscot.
Just now It was at Its best candle- so According to the story, Matilda was
humiliated, scared and "convinced"
lit with a long table running
and all too crowded with that she married William without furcates of the best. It was decorated ther delay.
with fruit the centerpiece a mound
Irish Blarney,
of hothouse grapes, gleaming transluA lady reader reports the following
cent, opaque line. In the
the grapes fascinated neat compliment paid to her by her
Somehow
Having called him
Grant. He had eaten a hasty, very Irish gardener.
to give him some In
greasy luncheon after the morning Into the house
structions, she saw him looking at s
lecture, washing It down with
liquids, and punctuated the photograph on the center table. "Yes,
So when the It's mine," she said, "but I fear It
drinking with olives.
hostess excused herself at some urgent flutters me a little."
"Shure," replied the gallant Patrick,
beckoning he set down the heaping
plate which had been thrust Into his "It would have to flutter ye a great
hands, plucked a grape, ate It with deal to look ns well ns ye do In my
such satisfactory results he ate on and eyes, mum, 'Boston Transcript,
e

cross-light-

ARE HIGHLY USEFUL

Animal Is Disease Resistant, Thrives
on Detrimental Plants and Is
Profitable.
(Prepared

by

the United States Department
ot Agriculture.)

The Angora gout, dlseuse resistant,
thriving on the twigs, buds and leaves
of brush and other detrimental plunts;
and supplying excellent meat and
highly useful hair nnd skins, Is still unknown to most people of this country
which Is one of the largest raisers of
Angorns In the world. These are a
few of the Interesting facts brought

d

Els-pet- h

half-wor- n

ANGORAS

' VMM

11
Angora Doe.

Yearling

out in n recent Farmers' liullotln 1'20:,
The Angora Goat, published by the
United States Department nf Agri
culture, which contains detailed information about these useful iiiilmnls,
from u brief history of their development down to mnnugemt'iit of goat
ruuehes, the marketing of mohair, and
the treatment of diseases.

Texas Is the leading
region of the United States, having
more Angoras than all other states combined.
Conditions nf topography, altitude, climate, nnd price of land hnve
all joined to help make the ranches

successful.
range, similar
to that In Texas, makes the remaining
part of the Southwest second In Angora
ranging. Many fine orchards In the
Northwest stand on land that was
brushed oft by the goats, nnd there Is
much land In that region thnt Is adaptThe
ed for permanent gout ranging.
In southern Missouri
and
Ozarks,
northern Arkansas, contain many
bands of Angorns and will support
more on n permanent
basis supplemented with winter feeding. Outside the areas where there Is
typical goat range Angorns may be
used for
by handling
them much ns sheep are bandied.
The bulletin mny be obtained free
of
by addressing the Department
Agriculture at Washington, D. C.
Open-brus-

h

brush-iitlllzin-

brush-clenrln- g

ALFALFA TEA NOT IN FAVOR
Does Not Show Any Great

Evidence

Advantage to

Be

Gained

by

Use of Liquor.

Alfalfa tea, made by pouring boll- lug wuter on buy and ullowing It to
steep for a few hours, or by stirring
alfalfa meal into cool wuter nnd
straining the) mixture after several
hours, has been highly recommended
from time to time for feeding young
animals, but the evidence reviewed by
the United States Department of Agriculture does not show any great advantage to be gained through the use
of this liquor. Some experiment stations have found that pigs made better
gains when cornmeal and middlings
were mixed with alfalfa tea rather
than water, but the additional gains
were hardly enough to pay for the Increased expense. Calves fed alfalfa
tea made poor gains and suffered
much from scours. On the whole, the
practice of making this tea for live
stock should be discouraged, says the
department.
HELP

EFFICIENCY

OF

HORSE

Numerous Inquiries Received at
souri College of Agriculture
for Hitches.

Mis-

Farmers are muklng use of power
In larger units than ever before. Num-

e
hitches
erous Inquiries for
for wagons and five to
hitches for plows are being received
by the Missouri College of Agriculture, says J, C. Wooley of the agricultural engineering department, The
load will take but llttlo
more of the man's time than the two,
but his efficiency has been Increased
B0 per cent.
three-hors-

eight-hors-

three-hors-

e

e

Oats Best for Sows.
Outs Is a much better grain for
.wood sows than corn, and a mlxturo
of about equal parts of oats and corn
Is better than either grain alone. Alfalfa or even clover liny will puy good
returns when fed to brood sows.

g

Alfalfa Bad for Horses.
advisable, judging from
the results of experiment, not to feed
a heavy alfalfa ration with com to
s
growing horses, particularly to
when seeking the best posslbU
develeument

It seems

pure-bred-
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AN EPITOME OF

The Irish Free State bill passed Its
third and final reading In the House
of Lords.
Five persons were killed and eleven
wounded seriously In clushes ut Guud
alajara, state of Jalisco, between rad
icals and Catholics, according to tha
OF THE best available Information at Mexico
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PUNISH HIS WIFE

CORPSE IN COURT

SUPPLEMENTS

From AH Over

Husband, Fearing Suit for
ivorce, Drowns Three Boys
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and Arizona
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Complications Arise That Would
Take Modern Solomon I
of
I
to Untangle.

men wore killed and
Forty-siPONENTS GIVE APPROVAL.
Paris. M. Huguet, a farmer
wounded on the German side during
Sovtgnac, France, is under arrest for
(Weun Nranar tMu Nm Sinla.)
every hour the world war was raging,
one of the most brutal crimes comThieves broke a rear window of the
according to one estimate arrived at by
mitted In France during the recent
Gen. Von Altrock, a stutisticlan. Ger Joseph Ma carom store In Springer, N.
FROM ALL
SETTLE TREATY TANGLE crime wave here. Huguet is charged NO ONE WANTS BODY
ninny's loss totaled In killed 1,808,545, Un and made their getaway with a
with having drowned his four young
and in wounded
large quantity of flour, groceries and
children in a pond In order to punish
The Police Cwirt Judges of Belen tobacco.
his wife, and then to have slept calmly Undertaker, Express Company and
Two hundred and fifty members of SENATE
8AYINOS,
DOING 3, ACHIEVE prison went on strike because their
DEFINES
GEO until he was
THE
Made
Widow
Involved
Corpse
placed under arrest.
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The body In question was that of a
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was applied.
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Women Lose Election In Iowa.
air route to the Panama canal zone as Florida const for the bodies of the five packed the House chamber in the capi-tol- ,
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Poplar Bluff, but the undertaking
a measure of national defense are be- victims of the wrecked seaplane, "Miss
Charlotte, Iowa. Charlotte's elec hospital.
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ing made by the War Department, Sec- Miami,"
company induced the county
retary Weeks announced recently. flight between Miami and ISiminl, with the Arizona Legislature, convened In candidates for city offices. J. R. Kane Fall From Father's Arms Kills Baby, press
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Copenhagen, says disptneh
The infant fell three stories to the QUITS HIS $1 JOB, BY HECK
cease to the San Joaquin Light and Danish capital, are to the effect that tion prohibiting the importation from daughters, supported by the daughters street. The father dropped the child,
Power Corporation of Fresno, Calif., the leaders of the Russian soviet gov- New Mexico to Arizona of cattle that themselves, let It be known that the it is said, when he was bumped by Farmer Whoie Oil Income Is $50 a
for the construction of a hydraulic ernment have been summoned to Mos- have not been dipped and declared to daughters' young men friends must a baby carriage he was
Day Finally Retires to
taking down
women's ticket or stop
power plant on the north and west cow to consider the situation whlcn be free from the disease. A large support the
a stairway.
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Arizona are
forks of the Kings river In California. may arise In the event of the denth of
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The project will cost approximately Nikolai Lenlne, the premier, which Is
Franklin, Ky. James Arthur Poteet,
Animal Has Two Heads, Six Legs.
Boy Frustrates Jail Break.
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Ohio. George Wilson, Chi
Fla.
cannot
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It was learned fit the White House who a few months ago was liberated
peaking at a dinner In Phoenix, de frustrated by Ralph Thaxton, aged 12, days. Mrs. Horatio Smith, a good finally "retired" from his Job as a
farm hand. For months he
recently that the President and his by a coroner's Jury nfter shooting nnd clared he was prepared to recommend son of Sheriff Melvin Thaxton, in the Christian woman has seen the latest of
cabinet had discussed the Colorado killing his father, has confessed, ac- the Boulder canon dam project. county Jail here. Dent Henkle of Har- - these creatures In broad daylight. It continued at his $1 job, declaring his
river project In Its various phases and cording to Chicago police, the murder "When engineers of the status of risburg escaped after striking the has legs, two heads, and it Is an only happiness consisted in work.
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had determined that, pending a settle- of Policeman Harry J. Buss on Jan. 27.
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THE RESERVE

VIBRATION WILL

Making

Immediately Begins to
Realize That There Is Some-

Driver

X.

'

One of the greatest enemies of the
modern motorcar la vibration. The effect of vibration Is to loosen the various parts of the mechanism and the
Immediate effect of this Is felt by the
driver of the car, who realizes that
his car Is beginning to be the seat of
umberle8S noises, which are a far
from pleasant accompaniment to a
drive. But the noises are only the be
ginning because the looseness that
causes the noise will result in breakage at no distant date, If It Is per
mitted to continue. The car owner,
should take engine and
therefore
chassis noises, not as mere passing an
somenoyances, but as symptoms of
earthing far more serious and should
nestly hunt them down, just as soon
as they make their presence known,
Engine Seat of Trouble.
The engine Is the seat of the greater
part of the unnecessary noises that
seem Inevitable in the operation of the
car. The commonest engine noises are
valve clicks and slaps, both of which
may be detected by the rhythmical
regularity of their occurrence.
The reason for noisy gear operation
too areat clearance between the
valve and Its seat. In the case of over
head valves too great a clearance between lifter and push rod will cause
the trouble. The remedy Is obviously
the reduction of the clearance to the
correct distance and this work should
be done while the engine Is heated,
because of the expnnslon of metal
when heated, In which condition the
valves necessarily run.
While the valve system is the com
roonest seat of noise troubles In the
engine It Is not the sole location where
this trouble may be looked for. Ine
bearings In most engines are of soft
metnl, which must be kept copiously
lubricated or it will burn and llatten
out with a knock as the result. The
ordinary remedy for this Is to take up
the bearing by removing the shim be
tween the two halves, or else to trim
the metal on the movable part. Care
must be used In performing this operation to see that the bearing touches
the shaft all around without being too

i1a

tight.

for Many Noises.
Transmission noises are not at all
tineommonand generally result from
one irt 'ftrti)ihnfts being out of line by
reason 6f a worn bearing or a binding
gear. Sometimes the entire transmission Is out of line, so that both shafts
are out of true. Very often a gear
may be broken because the shaft has
been out of line. The car owner has
a new one installed, but this does not
help for long, because the entire unit
Is out of alignment.
Propeller shaft and universal Jolntf
nre not usually troublesome through
noisy operation, but the rear axle frequently Is. While the driving pinion
and differential master gear are not
running true there will be a loud hum,
with an accent or stress once In a
Most units have some
revolution.
means of adjusting to take up wear
In this location, the adjustment consisting of moving the entire differential
unit, which is a Job for expert hands.
TJriJ finishes the major noises, but
there are several minor ones to look
out for. Minor squeaks and rattles
from springs and body come In this
class. The springs and shackles, If
kept properly lubricated, will not become noisy.
Body noises may be
avoided by keeping nuts and bolts
tightly drawn up. Felt inserts will
stop door squeaks. Strips of rubber
wedged under the supports will cure
fender rattles.
Reason

Hammock.

Intermediate Variety Bear Better
When Given Support of Low
Brush or Wire.
LITTLE

springs, a barrel
hoop, and a yard of heavy cloth were
the materials necessary to make a
baby's hammock for the auto tonneau,
which gives useful service and comfort. The hammock takes the place of
the third person In the rear seat, as
shown. It can be quickly attached or
detached, and swings baby safe from
jolting. The hoop was from a barrel,
16 inches In diameter, and was cut Id
half, each half holding one end of the
hammock. These half hoops were held
SO Inches apart by means of heavy
screen-doo-

MARVEL

IS

SUPERIOR

Heavy Losses to Growers During
Past Two Years.

Beet Plan te Depend on Succession
Planting a Week or Ten Days Apart
Rotation Is Also of Much
Importances

The very finest quality peas at the
present time are neither, strictly
speaking, dwarfs, nor are they talL
They are Intermediate and while they
may be grown as dwarfs and without
brushing, they bear better when given
the support of low brush or a narrow
strip of chicken wire. These are the
Gradus and Lnxton types of pea,
which vary from 30 inches to almost
four feet, according to variety. All
do better with support, although commonly grown as dwarfs. They give a
heavier yield when held upright.
Wrinkled Type Superior.
Of the very early peas of the wrinkled type, which is much superior to
the earliest smooth-seedetype, Little Marvel still holds a high place
among really dwarf pens, the vines
being only about eighteen Inches. It
matures In eight weeks and Is very
hardy and of the finest quality. A
little earlier is Market Surprises
Alaska and Mnud S
peas, still remain the earliest of all,
of good quality If taken very young,
but not equal to the wrinkled vari
etles, which are not so hardy and cannot be planted or cropped so early.
It Is possible with the variety of
peas now on the market to plan a
good succession planting, starting with
Alaska,. Surprise, Little Marvel, Gradus, Lnxtonlan and Thomas Laxton.
However, It Is better to depend up
on a successional planting a week or
ten days apart, as the season may be
such as to bring the cropping of different peas too close together at maturity, If planted at the same time.
The planting of peas In double rows,
six Inches apart, these double rows to
be three feet apart, Is about right for
the more dwarf varieties, but If the
more vigorous growing dwarfs are to
be planted they will need at least four
feet between the rows unless they are
given brush or wire.
The round seeded peas can go Into
the ground as soon as It can be dug,
hut It Is best to wait a week or two
for the wrinkled varieties to be on
the safe side,
Rotation Is Necessary.
The peas should not be planted this
year in the same position that they
occupied last year. Neither should
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Thoroughly Comfortable

on Daily Auto Airings When Resting
In the Hammock.

cloth sewed to them, Attached to each
half hoop are three screen-doo- r
springs, cut the right length to hold
the hammock in a nearly horizontal
position, when the baby is not In It.
The springs are wired to a ring at
each end, and the rings slip over hooks
at the supports. When baby and the
pillows are placed In the hammock, It
sags down just enough to be comfort-tablThe blanket and pillows can be
placed to cover the springs also, thus
accommodating a larger child. Popu
lar Mechanics Magazine.
e.
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CLEAR VISION IS GIVEN
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To obtain a clear view ahead
through the glass of the wlnd- shield In rainy and snowy weath- er Is vitally Important to the
safety of the motor car and Its
occupants. Many schemes are
used to keep the glass clear In
wet weather, but perhaps the
alcohol and glyo
erla mixture, which Is carried
in a small bottle and rubbed
on tltf glass as needed, Is best.
If the bottle containing the solu- tlon Is wrapped In a cloth' and
stowed away In the side pocket
It will always be ready for use
and a cloth to apply It with will
be at hand.

beet seed In the Imported sugar-bee- t
seed, the bureau of plant Industry of
the United States Department of Agriculture Is making growing tests of
samples of such seeds. The tests are
being made In Florida In the open
air. Lots of Imported seed have been
sent by beet-sugcompanies for test- -

2
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Oil the spark and throttle lever con
nections at Intervals.

A new owner of an automobile, when
searching for trouble, often creates
more than he finds.

The metal surfaces of the wheel
spindle should be greased when making a change of wire wheels.
Poor compression Is the cause of an
engine using an excessive amount of
oil and gasoline.
When painting the radiator use a
thin
paint. Dull black ra
diates the heat more effectively than
bright metal.
dead-blac-

k

GRAVEYARD FOR ARISTOCRATIC AUTOS

When any of these samples are
found to contain stock beet seed, the
senders will be notified before plant
lng time.
Similar tests made In the green
houses during the past year made pos
sible the location of mixtures con
taining stock beets of red, or orangecolored varieties. It has been found
that white-fleshe- d
varieties of stock
beets cannot be determined through
germination tests alone but must be
grown to a considerable size before
Ing.

cause be refused to raid the wire tappers' den, although he knew it existed.

Although all

kinds of

swindling

games have been worked on rich winter visitors to Florida by these bands
of crooks, the wire-tappin- g
game wad
the most popular.
This method was the luring of vie
tlms Into what purported to be the;
tapping of telegraph wires to obtalnj
race results before the results were
generally known to the public.
FLA Gov.
The swindlers fit up a house, known
"PORT LAUDERDALE,
Cary Hardee and other state offi- to them as a "store," with full race-betticials are making determined efforts to
Usually the houso
equipment.
break up the gangs of wire tappers Is in a good neighborhood to add
and other confidence men that Infest "class" to the appeurance.
this stnte. Operations of these crooks
The victim Is lured to this "store"
during the last year have swindled and by subtle methods Is led to bewealthy guests from the North out of lieve he has won large sums. No cash
more than $2,500,000. Recent raids is
required of the victim during tht
here, which resulted In the arrest of betting, his checks being accepted, but
a dozen men, believed among the leadafter the "winning" has been aners in one of the gangs, and the closnounced the "cashier" would demand
ing of one of the wlre-tnpplnthat the "winner" give evidence of his
"stores," Is only the beginning of the financial responsibility by producing a
state's activities, officials say.
certified check or cash to the amount
Governor Hardee ordered Sheriff A. of the money originally bet. Once the,
W. Turner of Broward county, In swindlers get their hands on this cash
which Fort Lauderdale Is located, to or certified check, the victim either Is
slugged or enticed awuy until the
resign his office. The governor's statement says Turner was removed be swindlers escape.

Ruth Muskrat and Her Trip to China

T AWRENCE, KAN. Ruth Muskrnt,
a Cherokee Indian girl from Oklahoma, who Is a student at the University of Kansas here, will visit China
this spring as a delegate to the
World's Student Christian federation
conference at Peking.
The hope of the conference, Miss
Muskrat explained, recently. Is to get
their distinguishing characteristics are students of various parts of the world
and,
discernible.
That the heavy losses ex In vital touch with each other
other things, solve the probperienced during the past two years among
Chinese
students
due to this cause constitute a strong lems confronting
with occiargument for the development of an who have become Imbued
dental Ideas.
American-growsupply of sugar-bee- t
Miss Muskrat, who Is seventeen, has
seed, sufficient for the needs of our
beet Industry, Is the belief of the done Y. W. C. A. work In New Mexico
and worked among her people in reofficials working on the problem.
ligious and educational work.
"The primary need of my people,"
DESTROY LAST YEAR'S PESTS
Miss Muskrat declared, "Is trained native
Indians,
themselves,
Excellent Plan to Remove All Stalks who leadership
understand the peculiarities of
and Burn Them Ashes Make
the tribe and can work with them.
Good Fertilizer.
"Indian women are more capable In
most respects than the man, They
In getting ready to make garden this
know better how to barter they are
spring, It Is an excellent plan to see
This Is an outgrowth of the
that all the stalks of last year's vege shrewder. women
raised the crops.
time when
tables which may have been left standThe men go In more for social activi
ing are removed and burned.
In the first place the ashes will make
good fertilizer as the stems of nearly
all vegetables contain excellent ferti
lizing material In their ash, and an
even more Important consideration Is
that by removing and destroying them
the Insect pests are likely to be

Many insect pests find refuge under
bonrds, among the dried leaves or
stalks over winter. Often the spores
they be placed in ground occupied the of fungus diseases which create havoc
In these old steins to
previous season by beans for best re are only waiting
sults. A gardener should study his get Into action with balmy weather.
a
garden plan each year with an eye to By burning the refuse great quantity
moving the pons and beans across the of them will be destroyed.
garden, so that they will not occupy
the same space in succeeding years. PREPARING POTATO SEED BED
Of course, heavy fertilizing partly
makes up for the exhausting of the Select Best Piece of Land and Put It
soil, but It cannot wholly do so. These
In Good Shape Clover Sod
two vegetables take more out of the
Is Excellent.
soil than the others and It Is more
It pays to have the potato ground
necessary to see that they rotate.
In good shape.
Select the best piece
SAN JOSE SCALE INCREASING of ground you have. You are putting
more money Into the seed than for
Lime Sulphur and Scaleclde Must Be any other farm crop and probably
more Into the cultivation too, and so
Applied If Orchard Trees
you should hnve'the best land. Clover
Are to Be Saved.
sod makes the best potato ground. Old
Is alt right If plowed
During the Inst two or three years blue grass sod
a good nmny people In the North with deep enough and worked up In good
home orchards have believed that the shape. Timothy sod is not good. Avoid
San Jose scale was becoming extinct. fresh manure ; it produces scab.
As a matter of fact the sleet which
persisted so long on the trees the win- PRODUCTS THAT PAY FARMER
ter of four years ago suffocated the
scale just as does the
Profitable to Raise Less Major Crops
and Devote More Time to
spray when applied. After that winter, many old trees revived and have
Poultry and Dairy.
grown well since then. Now the scale
Is catching up again and, unless we
Rather than raise staple crops that
cannot be sold at even cost of produchave another such sleet,
and scaleclde will have to be put on tion, it will be wise to devote less time
if the trees are to be saved. A still to major farm crops ana more labor
day is an ideal time to spray with to preparing to Increase poultry and
because It is easier to dairy products. There seems to be
reach all parts of the tree when there at alT times active demand for poultry
'
is no wind. and dairy products at prices that pay
well for labor and Investment.
KEEP RECORDS OF PLANTING
FERTILIZER INCREASES YIELD
Enables Gardener to Recall Earliest
and Latest Varieties In Planting
However, It Does Not Correct Poor
Season.
Preparation of Soil or Lack
of Humus.
Gardeners should keep records of
Commercial fertilizer has Increased
planting dates and maturity of certain
varieties of vegetables so that they yields and at a profit. But do not
may recall the earliest, the latest and expect the fertilizer to take the place
varieties when plant- of poor preparation or lack of humus
the
suffiing time comes. This Information will In the soli. A good seedbed with
are requirements for
save trouble and enable one to plant cient humus
so the table may be supplied during profitable returns on commercial
the growing season.
Method of Brushing

Peas.

lime-sulph-

what has happened to that good old bus of yours

Loading Beets for Shipment to Factory
at Owosso, Mich.

Florida! to Protect the Rich Tourist

checked.

lime-sulph-

with which yon parted when you got the shiny new one? The photograph shows
a graveyard for old aristocratic Washington horseless carriages. Many of
them have served faithfully In the best of families, yet now In their old age
re W(t unprotected to the ravages of the elements.

BIG CITES

ties. If I have a party I can always
count on the men attending. But If I
want to put on a financlul drive, I appeal to the women."
Fifty-seve- n
nations will be represented at the student conference In
Peking, and will represent more than
200,000 students throughout the world,
she said. After the conference, delegates will visit the principal universities of Japan and China.
Miss Muskrat, who says her fnther
Is

Cherokee and her mother Irish, will

be the second Indian ever elected a
delegate to an International student
conference. She goes as a guest of the
national board of the Young Women's

Christian association.

Fined Fortune for Contempt of Court

Common stove polish will keep the
rims in good condition.

The right temperature for the motor
to run is about 140 degrees Fahrenheit.

.in flie SB

United Statai Deputmant

at Agriculture.)
Because of the heavy losses experienced by beet sugar companies
during the past two years through the
presence of mangel wurzel, or stock

d

The Baby

nAl)EMN(i5

Bureau of Plant Industry Conducting
Experiments in Florida to Determine Presence of Mangel
Wurzel Seeds.
(Prepared

r
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Have yon ever wondered

SUGAR-BEE- T

SEEDS FOR IMPURITY

Needed for

Hammock Take Up Room Usually
Occupied by Third Person Riding
In Rear Seat and Is Easily Attached or Detached.
Six

Click and Slapi of Valve May Be Detected by Rhythmical Regularity
Cause of Several Other
Trouble.

NEW MEXICO

PEAS WIN FAVOR

But Little Material

SEARCH UNNECESSARY NOISES

TESTING

comfMAbleplace
FINEST QUALITY
in
auto
for child

LOOSEN ENGINES

thing Wrong.

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

n

YOllIt. Julio de Sorzano
Jorrln, Cuban sugar planter nnd
promoter,
formerly attached to the
Cuban consulate here, nnd his wife,
Virginia Foster de Sorzano Jorrin,

MEW

twenty-six-

,

were

fined $"i0,G41

In

the

Supreme court by Justice Whltaker
for contempt of court.
At the same time a Judgment of
$3,623 against Senora de Jorrln and
one for $47,018 against her and her
husband were filed. The judgments
are the largest ever filed here in proceedings to punish litigants for contempt of court orders.
Senora de Jorrln formerly was Miss

Foster, daughter of Robert
Foster, once Circuit judge In the
Louis district.
The Judgments were filed in suits
brought agniust the Ie Jorrlns by
Warren McConlhe, a lawyer, for money
lent Mine, de Jorrin and her husIn one suit he asked $3,233,
band.
given to Senora de Jorrln personally,
between December, 1919, and April,
1919, and In the other $40,000 given to
husband and wife in the spring of
1919.
He asked thut both be punished
for contempt for refusing to obey
three court orders directing them to
'
testify before trial.
McConlhe said that before he lent
the money to the De Jorrlns "to save
their million duller plantations from
bankruptcy," they lived In a boarding
house in East Fifty-firs- t
street, but
when they got the funds they sailed
for Europe on a trip to meet the king
and queen of Spain and occupied tho
most luxurious stnteroom on the
France.
Later they toured England, France,
Belgium, Italy, Switzerland and Spain.
Virginia

M.
St.

Omahan Princess and Her Fiji Subjects
An American
"princess,"
last spring set out on a
visit to her princedom, hns returned
to her home In Omnha. Her subjects,
although they had been for 200 years
without- a princess, were not ready
with the right kind of royal recepTheir liking for foreigners is
tion.
the cannibal's liking; If fears of the
Dutch government be well founded.
For this reason the "princess" mere
ly took one look at her holdings to see
that the ground and coconuts and
pineapples were there, then sailed
away to await some more appropriate
time to assume her scepter.
The "princess" Is Mrs, Louis Land- rock of Omaha. She holds her title by
virtue of being of the seventh generation of descendants of one Princess
Anncka of Holland. The property has
multiplied In value waiting the advent
of a claimant.. Now It Is said to be
worth about $10,000,000. It Includes
an estate In Dutch Borneo and a portion of the Island of Ugau, one of the
FIJI group.
Last spring the Landrocks went to
Borneo and found the property actual
ly was there. But they were warned
by Dutch government officials that

OMAHA.

cannibals lived on the Innd. They
were told the government could not
protect them. Two of their agents
who went to Inspect the estate never
came back.
The Landrocks went a short distance Into the Interior of Dutch Borneo.
They saw tame specimens of
their "subjects." The natives were
decorated grotesquely. They wore ornaments In their Hps and noses nnd
strings of gold coins about their necks,
an no clothes worth the mention.
This spring, Mrs. Landrock says, she
nnd her husband are going to Holland
to perfect her title to the property.
Then they will go to Borneo and the
FlJIs, and perhaps nearer to the
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ami Mrs. Harding
l"'ve planned , vacation trip to
fel
Alaska this summer. According
to tentative plans made long in
advance tliey will leave WashingPJavC'
ton in June una will not return
(J,
until ahout the middle of September.
U's quite u journey, you
I
7(jW know, from Washington to Alaska
and back and there are reasons
why the President wants n month
or more to look around In the
Land of the Midnight Sun.
According to the original plana, the presidential
party will go by special train to the 1'acilic coast,
probably alighting at San Francisco. Seattle will
bo a port of call. Thence the route will be through
the Inner I'assnge and on to Alaska. Presumably
juneuu, the territorial capital, will be visited. Access to the government railroad, now practically
completed, can be had either at Seward, its southern terminus, or at Anchorage, on Cook Inlet. The
roud runs from Seward straight north to
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Fair-bunk-

about 400 miles. Mayllower, the presidential yacht. Is likely to be sent through the Panama
CHliul to be of service somewhere ulong the coast.
A wonderful vacation trip, worth the while even
of the President of the United States of America!
And the President Is known to be a lover of the
beautiful and mujestlc in nature nnd a loyal friend
ot our national parks and of such scenic enterhighway. Inprises as the National Park-to-Parcidentally un effort Is being made to get the President to visit on this trip one or more of the nation-H- i
purks und the proposed "President's Forest,"
on the North Itim of the Grand canyon.
In Alaska
"The Frozen North" we used to
call It the President will have a chance to see
various things that are far out of the ordinary.
There Isn't space here to catalogue them, but here
are o few that any man would be glad to see:
At Ketchikan u stream plunges through the center of I he town. And in the stream is a salmon-ruwhere millions of salmon are to be seen making
incredible leaps to ascend the rapids.

)wrtfarYoo
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glacier-covere-

fifty-fift-

first-han-
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Secretary Albert B. Full of the Interior department, according to the tentative plans, is to
the President. Under the circumstances
that is to be expected.
The Alaskan problem is one of many ramifications. The basic fact around which the various
phases of the problem revolve Is put In a nutshell
by the question, "What's the matter with Alaska?"
"Too much government by too many bureaus
too far away," is one of the many answers to the
question. Though Alaska has a governor (Scott
e
C. Bone) nnd u legislature and a territorial
to congress (Dan A. Sutherland), It Is really governed by Washington bureaus and apparently almost every executive department has a hand
in that government.
Y'ou see, nearly all of Alaska's natural resources
are directly or Indirectly controlled by the federal
government. About 09 per cent of the land Is still
In government ownership. Coal and oil development is under government leases. Water power
and fisheries and timber are under federal control.
And the activities of the many bureaus of the
several departments dovetail, overlap nnd conflict
In a bewildering tangle. Owing to the divided authority and the limitations of stututes and appropriations, there would be mlxup, even were
the watchword of all concerned.
As the result Alaska has not been doing well.
The population has fallen off. The commerce-hadecreased. The country Is not being developed.
The fisheries are not prospering. The postofflce
department can hardly be said to function. Ocean
transportation is inadequate and costly. With oil
and coal of her own Alaska Is Importing both.
Various plans have been proposed for Alaska's
relief. A number of bills has been Introduced In
One bill would put the administration
congress.
Into the hands of an Alaskan development board.
Another would give the President authority to reorganize all federal activities.
The Interior department has many activities In
the governing of Alaska. It Is Secretary Fall's
Idea that the way to develop Alaska Is to vest absolute authority In the President and to concentrate In the Interior department all functions pertaining to the development and use of natural resources and to construction work.
Of course this Idea Is not at all pleasing to many
officials of bureaus In other departments.
Then there Is another proposition which complicates the polltlcnl phases of the situation: The
proposed reorganization of all the executive departments. This reorganization would regroup the
various bureau activities and bring about a wholesale transfer of bureaus among the departments.
One contemplated transfer under this reorganization Is thnt of the forest service In charge of the
national forest from the Agricultural department
to the Interior department.
The Agricultural department Is fighting this
proposed transfer. Its stnke In Alaska Is the
Tongass and Chugach National forests, containing
20,000,000 acres.
The latest authoritative facts as to the Alaskan
situation are contained In the report of Secretary
Fall of the Interior department for the fiscal year
dole-gat-

Ddles.

The President Is likely to run ncross a big herd
of reindeer anywhere from Point Harrow to the
Alaskan peninsula. There are now uhout 225,000
of these "Camels of the Frozen North." One of
these days we are likely to be eating reindeer meat
instead of beef; several thousand carcasses are
to bo shipped In from Nome this year.
The seal rookeries ofi the Prlbllof Islands should
lie worth seeing; there were !)52,718 of these curious animals according to the seal census of 1020,
and they are Increasing, although Uncle Sam takes
piore than 25,000 skins n year.
It Is to be hoped that the President visits the
new Kotmul National monument "The Valley of
Kutmni volcano on the
Ten Thousand Smokes."
Alaskan peninsula blew lis head off during three
days In Juno of 1012, covering all Alaska with a
thick coating of dust. The explosion left a crater
B.B00 feet deop and eight miles around, with a lake
at the bottom. Close by Is a valley several miles
long, from which are shooting up thousands of
atenm Jets, some of them a thousand feet high.
Jt Is a sample of earth in the making. Some day
these steam Jets may cool off enough to become
geysers, like those of the Yellowstone. In the
pieantlme, cooking Is easy In Katmal.
If the President travels on the government railroad to the gap In the steel he will have a glorious
lew of Mount McKlnley, one of the great mountain of the world and the central feuture of the
J.200 square miles of Mount McKlnley Nntional
park. It rises 20,300 feet above sea level and Is
piost Impressive. It is a wonderful preserve of
Alaskan wild game caribou, bighorn moose, deer
(lid bear which live nnd breed there In Immense
numbers. At present this park Is Inaccessible, but
fhe government railroad will touch the new east
poundary line established by a recent act of
Then there will be a rush of tourists very
few of whom will reach Mount McKlnley's
summit.
go Alaska has the makings of a mighty Interesting vacation trip for the President and his party.
Put don't get the Idea that the President's trip
wholly and solely a vacation pleasure trip. For
the truth Is that It la a combination of pleasure
the pleasure
(nd business; If it breaks
Is one of the adminjngle is In luck. For Alaska
istration's "problems." And the President Is reported to think the Alaskan problem Important
Information.
nough to warrant
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ending June 30, 1921. He goes into detail and says
generally, among other things:
"The report of the governor for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1921, emphasizes, as the paramount
need of Alaska, liberalized laws and more flexible rules and regulations thereunder, with a concentration of authority aud responsibility and an
administration
and brought closer
home. Capital and people are required to develop
the resources of the territory and until It is made
easier for these two necessary factors to obtain
The
a foothold the territory will not progress.
difficulties of administration are great owing to
distances and inadequate transportation and mall
facilities. Under the present
system of
government individual Initiative has been halted
and the pioneer spirit maimed. To promote efficiency by minimizing relays, the governor earnestly recommends that the administration be centralized at Juueau, the territorial capital, to the
fullest extent possible, while governmental superTo further
vision is maintained at Washington.
this end, after he proposed consolidation of bureaus
under one departmental head, he suggests that
each essential bureau station a representative at
Juneau, empowered to act upon all matters not
affecting public policy. Obstructions met by cap-Itseeking investment and by people In quest of
homesteads have been lessened somewhat In recent years, but by no means removed ; both capital
and people, it Is urged, are entitled to a fairer
chance than they have ever had in the past.
"in conclusion, the governor submits the following' recommendations:
nnd simplified system of gov"A
ernment, with bureaus having Jurisdiction In Alaska consolidated under one departmental head at
Washington.
The stationing at Juneau of an authorized agent
ot each essential bureau exercising administrative functions In Alaska with power to act upon
matters not affecting federal policy.
"A centralization of executive and administrative business In Alaska to the fullest extent consistent with continued governmental supervision.
An appropriation of $300,000 to supplement the
fund of $155,000 now available for the purpose of
constructing an administrative and executive building at Juneau on ground owned by the government
and to provide quarters therein for the territorial
legislature and the Alaska historical library and
long-rang- e

the Alaskan capital. There the Presl-len- t
can take an automobile and drive 11 miles
right to the edge of Mendenhnll glacier. It'll be
uinmer weather. He can pick flowers by the
way. He'll see vegetable gardens, strawberry beds
and wheat fields surrounded by giant forests and
overtopped by peaks white with everlasting snow.
Of course the President will strike somewhere
the Yukon one of the great rivers of the world
and grandly scenic for the greuter part of its 2,300
Juneau
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museum.

"Liberal mining and land laws framed to meet
distinctive and divergent conditions In Alaska and
e
regulations under such laws that will tend to
enterprise and encourage settlement.
"A colonization plan to be worked out In
with the operation of the government railroad to bring under cultivation the vast area of agricultural land in the Interior.
"Improved transportation facilities and more
equitable freight rates, through private enterprise,
if obtainable, and under governmental regulation
and control; or, as an alternative, through the
operation of vessels of the United States shipping
board and the establishment of a mosquito fleet
to meet local needs.
"More liberal mall subsidies to enable the
department to function In Alaska and thus
aid In the solution of transportation problems.
"Continued conservation and safeguarding of
the fisheries of Alaska.
"Uninterrupted construction of roads and trails
throughout the territory and necessary appropriations to carry forward the comprehensive plans
of the Alaska road commission, working In
with the territorial road commission ; and
the transfer of the work In the territory of the
bureau of public roads to the Alaska road commission as a further step toward
efficiency and economy.
"Allotment of a fair percentage, at least
of the net revenues derived from the Prlbllof
Islands, which are In Alaskan waters, to the general fund of the territory.
"More specific recommendations are not made
sysbecause of the conviction that a
tem of government will facilitate the solution of
many Important territorial problems and the adjustment of collateral questions and Issues."
stlm-ulut-

post-offi-

one-hal- f,

Elreann minister of finance, that all
persons who attended the recent conventions under the auspices of a section of the Irish Republican army
would be suspended from the army,
the executive council elected by the
convention has issued an order to all
units of the army denying the minister of defense und his chief of staff
any control of the army. The order
declares that Mulcahy und his ehref
of staff have pursued a policy calculated to subvert the republic and
that the council, by virtue of the powers vested in it, is taking the present
action.
The council further orders that all
those serving In the paid army which
Is intended as the nucleus of the Free
State army, and in the civic guard,
which Is the nucleus of the future police force, must return forthwith to
their respective Irish Republican
army units, and that recruiting for
these bodies must cense.
This is looked upon in Dublin as
marking the final break In the army
and It is believed the future depends
hugely upon which side lias the ef
fective majority of soldiers.
Belfast. Armed men raided a nunv
rail
her of trains on (he Sllgo-l.eltriway, removing all goods coming from

Lister, and are burning editions of
northern newspapers which the trains
were carrying. Firemen from all tiie
fire stations in Belfast were busy
combating this new terror of nocturnal incendiarism and although fires
were continuelly breaking out, they
were utile
to save a considerable
amount of property.
Among the buildings burned were a
store in Ann street, a flour mill in
York street and a shop In Kent street,
all of which were In the central area.
The Jam factory was situated In Unity
street, which Is inhabited by large
numbers of each faction. Each fac
tion accused the other of starting the
lire, and in the midst of this hubbub
u bomb was thrown.
Alabama Miner Is Whipped.
Birmingham, Ala. raul Massey, a
white miner employed at Bessemer,
was taken from his home near there
by masked men, carried to a secluded
spot about a mile away and whipped
severely. After being released Massey
made ids way home alone nnd notified
county officials. According to the of
ficers, Massey stated thnt he had no
idea why he was whipped other than
that he nnd his wife bad separated re
cently.
Forbid Women Smoking in Public.
New
York. Police Commissioner
Enrlght has Issued orders for members
of the police department to arrest any
proprietor or manager of a hotel, cabaret or other place of public entertain
ment who permits women to smoke
publicly In their establishments. The

commissioner's order was issued pursuant to the text of an ordinance
adopted recently by the hoard of aldermen and signed by Mayor Hjland.
Merchant Is Branded by Bandits.
Los Angeles.
Sheriff's deputies are
searching for five men and a woman
reported to have tortured with redhot
rods Mike Kapnlinlch, a storekeeper at
Compton, near here, forcing him to reveal the hiding place of his savings,
end escnping with $110 nnd $125 worth
of stock. The storekeeper staggered
Into a friend's house, bruised, bleedfng
and with great welts burned on- - his
body. Deputies later searched the
store and found a note advising Kapa-llnic- h
to leuve $500 at a designated
place or "suffer the consequences.'
Rail Shopmen Start Rioting.
Hagerstown, Md. Ulotlng broke out
in the yards of the Western Maryland
railroad when an attempt was said to
have been made by nonunion employes to turn an engine.. Membera
of the Federated Shop Crafts and of
the Maintenance of Way Employes'
unions, who went out on strike because of wage reductions, were sold
to have Interfered with the nonunion
workers, and railway guards were declared to have discharged revolvers
In an effort to quell the disturbance.
Tex Rickard Acquitted by Jury.
New York. George L. (Tex) Rick-

ard, international sports promoter,
was found not guilty of criminal assault on Sarah Schoenfeld,
schoolgirl, by a Jury In the Supreme Court. The verdict was handed
down after the Jury had deliberated
an hour and a half. When the verdict was announced, Rickard, hI3 face
flushed, went over to Ills counsel, Max
D. Steuer, and embraced him. "This
is the happiest day of my life,"
Rickard.
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St. Denver

if it is pipe you are looking for, we
have any size, any kind.
Havens Rros.. llll!2 Wnzee St., Denver.

Denver's best medium priced hotels:
Adams. 18th & Welton; Wm. 1'enn, 18th
& Calif: The Windsor. mh&jAHmer.

Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Flying Field Planned for Denver.
Denver.
Denver will soon have the
largest and most modern flying field
in the entire West, officials of the
Colorado Nalional (luaid and the Forty-fifth
air squadron have announced.
The field will be equipped at a cost of
more than $1,(100,00(1, according to
Lieut. J. 1". Skedlaiil, who is in charge
of recruiting personnel for the organization.
"Denver will thus become one of the
largest air centers In the entire country," he said. "It is p.rw'yUd.t; we will
get uu air mail service Tit an early
date. A linilled number of cspccitilly
skilled airplane men will be employed
at full time and ut prevailing wages
at the field. Jn addition, a complete
organization for training purposes will

bo 'maintained. The organization will
bo divided into the following branches:
Airplane motors, airplane mechanics,
radio telephony and telegraphy,. photography, area gunnery, meteieology,
ueriul navigation, map reading und
general recognizance, airplane Instruments, personnel equipment nnd miscellaneous.
"Positively every man, officers as
well as enlisted men, will be given all
the flying observation training tliey
desire."
The division covers sevece!-ytate- s
adjacent to Colorado. It was declared
that Denver offers the best flying advantages in the entire urea.
Music Week May 15 to May 21.
Denver.
Indication that Denver Music week. May 15 to 21, will draw a

large state attendance Is coming
through the enrollment of outside mu
sical organizations In the various con
tests. The Greeley community chorus
of 150 voices, one of the largest In the
state, has notified officials of Denver
Music week that it would compete In
the choral contest. In addition, Greeley has promised to send its Philharmonic orchestra of forty pieces and,
It Is considered. probnble, will also send
the Greeley municipal band.
Efforts to Save ArmourlYI Fail,
Gwendolyn
Armour, 6- year-oldaughter of Philip D. Armour
III, died from a form of septicemia
after a week's Illness, during which the
millions of the Armour family, the
skill of a dozen physicians and a dozen nurses and the resources of the entire city of Chicago were unavailing
In the fight with death. Never In Chicago's history nave such heroic efforts
been made to save a life.
Chicago.
d

Jury Allows One Dollar Damages.
A Jury decided here that
Miss Ethel Jay French had been dam
aged to the extent of $1 by John Wood
failure to marry. Ladd,
who is said to be a mtjjpaber of a
wealthy Boston family, was sued for
$50,000. Miss Jay French declared ha
had used her body nnd mind, nnd left
her a physical wreck," despite his alleged promises to marry her. Both
sides declare they are pleased with
the verdict.
Chicago.
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Something to Think About
By F. A. tPALKER

DO

THAT,

AT LEAST

Landis' Advice to Elderly
Man Who Had Protested Against
Lengthy Prison Term.

Will M. Maupin

In trying cases Judge Landis had a
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiin style all his own. Of all men he hated
a liar most and some of his best
DAY DREAMS
shafts of wit were directed at men
LONG for the days of the barlow he caught lying on thft stand. One
of his best examples of ready wit
knife,
occurred about twelve years ago, when
And the sore toe tied with yarn ;
For the "mumblepeg" and the "Bos- he was sentencing a group of defendants for oleomnrgarlne "moonshlnlng."
ton taw"
,
barn.
One defendant was a man past sixIn the shade of the
years of age.
ty
heel,
I even yearn for a
"Your sentence," said the judge
Or a back burned red by the sun;
pointing his finger nt the old man,
zest for :ny couch "will be five
For the
4vears."
of rest
"Why why, I can't serve thnt. I'll
I had when the day was done.
be dead before I can get through n
I long for the days of the "sight un- sentence like that," declared the old

1C

I

COMMENDABLE DESIRE the sick and alleviate the pains of the
suffering.
There is a growing wish everywhere
LITTLE girl sees a doll, and Inamong the enlightened to eliminate
comes
there
yearning
stantly
the nn rn site, bv urging everybody to
In her heart to clasp the doll to her
useful effort, especially the young and
breast and rail It her own.
those Inclined by reason or tneir
She raises her delighted face to her wealth to waste their time In Idleness.
out
chubby
and
her
stretches
mother
hands In pleudlngs that cannot be deWhat is your chief desire?
nied.
Is It something of a selfish nature,
A boy craves a Knife, and he holds
agreeable or pleasure bringing, or
to his wish until he gets It gratified. something which will some day prove
to nick a
seen,"
Then he proceeds
lnstlng benefit and blessing to all
And the peg tops spun with twine;
things, which he has been forbidden mankind?
to cut and finally gashes his finger.
place down at second
There Is one Intense, compelling ex- For my
base
As the girl and the boy grow older pectation In the heart of every human
As one of the village "Nine."
their desires undergo a radical change. being which controls his or her life.
With accumulated experience and
What Is yours?
even
I
yearn for the finger bunged
knowledge, they seek more substantial
If It Is good, buckle on the armor
thumb with a ragged split ;
the
Or
a
or
par- of faith, put Jealousy, selfishness and
possessions, good opinions,
Or the
lump on my bulging
ticular place In the world where they fear behind you and make yourself
brow
VJyv become conspicuous and power- distinguished.
That showed where the baseball lilt.

A

moss-grow-

stone-bruise-

e

man.
The judge leaned back for a second, then a twinkle nppenred In his
eye. "Well," he said, leaning forward
confidentially, "well, perhaps you ain't,
but do the best you can, anyway."

n

e

A Feeling of Security

e

THE CHEERFUL

5o

their destiny.
The desire to do good is the most
ennobling thought man or woman can
possibly have.
It Is the only desire that "does not
warp the soul with selfishness or destroy faith.
To build up Images and to yearn
for things, which can be of no permanent use to us or to our fellow beings,
Is but a wast of energy which ought
to be put to better use.
"President
Harding longs to bring
peace to the world,
ifoctors and nurses desire to heal

OEM

mtny unexpected

Brirvj wided

joy to life.

jomenow
Ply boss just got some
Lo i

tin near mm

coming
now.

I even yearn for the blistered hands
That came from the old grub hoe;
For the appetite that came with night
In the days of long ago.
I long for the days that are long, long
dead,
When my heart was free from care ;
For the sunny hours when my boyish
soul
Was as light as the summer air.

(Copyright.)
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"MISSISSIPPI"

THOUGH every

n

school

child

Mississippi means
"The Father of Waters," the
fact that the word was originally"" spelled "Meche Sepe" Is apparent only from a study of
And even
the Indian source.
this Is onJy an approximation
of the way the pnrase should
be written, for the Algonqulns
had no written language which
could be transplanted literally
into English letters.
The first form In which we
find the name of the river Is
"Mlche Sepe," suggested by Ton-t- i
and slightly closer to the
present spelling, father Laval
still further modernized It into'
Uichlspl, which another priest,
Fitlier Labatt, softened Into
Since then, the only
Idlsisipt.
cMintfsJmVe' been to overload
the word with consonants. Marquette added the lirst "s" and
seme other explorer the second,
muking it "Mlssissipl" the form
Ip which It Is used In France to
tills day, with only one "p." The
Mini who added the other has
never been discovered, but he
must huve been an American
frr, at the time of Louisiana
Purchase, the name was genIn the colony
spelled
erally
with a single "p."

. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Has Helped

Form Many
housewife
For the ailinp, half-sic- k
Often
such a union is impossible.
times even the slightest form of
housework cannot be accomplished.
Yet the work must be done.
Many women struggle along for
years suffering from some form of
female trouble that make their lives
miserable and their homes for from
happy.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Ve'getable
Compound has helped thousands of
just such women regain their health
and strength. Just give your thought
to the following letters and remember that the women who wrote these
letters knew how they felt before
taking the Vegetable Compound and
again afterwards. It helped them
let it help you.

"T W
Ronriintr Pa
nnrvoutf
wreck and could hardly do my house
work. I always had to have help or 1
would never have got it don.
Through the advice of friends I hav
been taking Lydia E. Pink ham
Vegetable Compound for my nerve
and Lydia E. Pinkham's Blood Medi'
cine for my blood and I am feeling
fine and doing my work all alone. 1
can recommend these medicines to
any one, for they certainly helped
me. 1 suffered for five years and
medicines pulled
Lydia E. Pinkham's
me through. " Mrs. Walter U
Stoyer, 1218 Mulberry St, Reading,
Pa.
.

Recommends the Vegetable?
Compound
New Orleans, La. "I have found

relief from my troubles by taking:
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComI praise it wherever 1 go.
rund and
not do my work as it should
be done for I would sometimes have
to lie down because of the pains I had.
A friend induced me to take your"
Vegetable Compound and I have got
great results from it. I keep house
and am able to do all my own work.
I recommend your Vegetable
tomy friends who nave trouble
similar to mine." Mrs. T. FOECK
Ler, 1915 N. Derbigny St, New Orleans, La.
Com--pou-

The

The "Strike" Is On.
customer culled the

"There's u chunk
sausage," snld he.
served with the dog.
If I'll eat the kennel,
AS SURE

AS DAWN

SAiii

A

BRINGS

ftSOtyJg

walterv

of wood In my
"I expect to be
but I'll be hanged
too.""
NEW DAY

QUININE

Will BwakThat Oldand """j
You FttTomornxe.

ffis Make

Moke Money If you are acquainted In your
and want to make Borne aid
community
notify, i rlle ('HAS MURDOCH, 10th floor,
W. T. Wagffoner HMtr.. Fort Worth. Tea

a.

loOllMnnot
CDCCbookleCKrom Railroad Clerk
rnttAiUlreBsY 14 UiUlruUi.Ul 1MB. J'LWuriu.'J.

MOTHER! CLEAN
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

(Copyright.)

Even a sick child loves- the "fruity"
tnste of "Ciillforula Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue Is couted, or Jf your child
Is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
or has colic, give a teaspoonful to
cleanse the liver and bowels. In a few
hours you can see for yourself how
thoroughly it works all the constipation poison, sour bile and waste out of
the bowels, und you have a well, pluy-fu- l
child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
teaFig Syrup" handy. They know a
tospoonful today saves a sick child
morrow. Ask your druggist for genuine "California Fig Syrup" which has
directions for babies and children of
all ages printed on bottle. Mother!
You must say "California" or you may
get an Imitation tig syrup. Advertisement.
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.mot hen CooL Book!
cheese finely grater1, two tablespoonfuls of fine sifted crumbs, three
of flour, blended smooth
with an equnl quantity of cream and
stirred Into the slightly beaten yolks
f
of two eggs. Season with
WHAT TO EAT
teaspoonful of salt, a little pepper
T ITTLE fakes that are nice for and a few pinches of poultry dressing.
L' children's parties are:
Blend the whole well together and
add the stiffly beaten whites of the
Sift two cupfuls of flour with
eggs. The batter should be rather
stiff. Place at once In greased Inditeaspoonful of salt and two
one
Add
of baking powder.
vidual molds, or paper cases, filling
full and bake In a
cupful of chopped raisins and pecans, them
equal parts of each, and one cupful of hot oven until well puffed up. This
brown Migar. Beat one egg, add
amount should make eight souffles.
cupful of milk and stir Into this
the dry Ingredients. Lastly, stir in
Drop
two tablespoonfuls of butter.
by spogfcjiIs"n a greased baking Copyright, 1921, Western Newspaper Union.
osheet, sift over them a mixture of
clnnnmon and sugar and bake In a
S8
quick oven.

To friendships of the yester year.
That time haa proven choicely true
Thou wouldiit not have me hold less dear
While I invite thy friendships, new.
Caroline Sumner.

one-hal-

Come-Agaln-

one-ha-

two-thir-

one-ha-

--

Sense

So Different From Her Own.
The little boy growing up in a good
"I do enjoy those films with children
home believes everybody Is honest and
little
kind, and only after he gets out In the In 'em," remarked a
"When the children romp
woman.
world Is he bitterly disillusioned.
make
And even after his years In school around on the screen they don't
or In college, he finds himself expect- u particle of noise."
ing to he fnlrly dealt with In business,
and Is disappointed when he finds thnt
this Is not always to be
It would, we believe, be n mistake to
destroy the Ideals df childhood. We
ought to have ideals at some stage of
Taste is a matter of
our existence, and childhood Is about
tobacco quality
not
the only time when they ar
likely
We state it as our honest
to be shattered.
But when you start out to fight the
belief that the tobaccos used
world for your living, the sooner you
in Chesterfield are of finer
realize thnt you must at times meet
quality (and hence of better
with Injustice and unfair dealing, the
taste) than in any other
less likely you will be to cry out mat
cigarette at the price.
hand
man's
because
failed
every
you
Utz'lt & Myiri Tobaca Ct,
was against you.
The world has still a long way to
go In Its journey toward civilization.
It will have many setbacks before the
end of the journey Is reached.
Today, If you find other men deul-inunjustly with you, even though you
deal Justly with them, do not be
shocked or surprised.
There are such men In the world-m- any
of them. Treat them fairly, but
be prepared for a different kind of
treatment from them, and don't whine
if you receive It.
Be alert to read character. Pick out
honest and straightforward men to
deal with particularly as employers.
.Be on your guard against cheats,
and men who would exploit you. They
are always Inferior In Intelligence to
men who do business . honestly, and
therefore less likely to be able to be
of service In advancing you.
Don't complain when you are unfairly dealt with. Grit your teeth and endure It. Find the right kind of people,
who are still abundant, and make
them your friends, and your company,
and your business associates.
It will be a long hunt, but the results will repay you the time yoq
tired-lookin- g

-

-

"Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.
are
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you

WARNING

I

Say

not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians-ove22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Colds
Toothache
Earache
Accept only "Bayer"

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

.

directions.- package which contains proper
bottles of 24 and
12 tablets-A- lso

Handy "Bayer" boxes of
at Barer llinlscUU.
A.plrln Is U. trada mark

Moco.ccllcacides.cr

of

--

Oyster Plant.
Uncommon
Select several large roots of salsify,
scrape and wash as usual, dropping
Into cold water with a little vinegar
By JOHN BLAKE
Place
to keep them from discoloring.
well brushed with olive oil on the
rack In the oven and bake u.itll done,
turning occasionally. Put Into a hot
THE SQUARE DEAL
dish and pour over them a white
two
sauce made by cooking
a good many thousand years
each of butter and flour to- FOR
of thought and morals have
gether with one cupful of milk. Cover been
trying to establish the square
with buttered crumbs and bake In
deal on ths face of this earth.
the oven until the crumbs are well
The Golden Hule Is older than the
Grated cheese may be
browned.
Scriptures. Efforts to make men do
sprinkled over the dish If desired.
as they would be done by dute back to
Confucius.
Sweet Pepper Souffles.
Up to the last reports, none of these
Cut out the seeds and membranes
succeeded.
had altogether
from four sweet peppers and parboil, efforts
lying and spend on It.
put through the meat chopper, mix There is still cheating andiCopyrlght)
two tablespoonfuls of sharp hard stealing and Injustice In the world.
V
Baked

A

SCHOOL PA1JS

Lydia

Nervous

I long for the days of the swlmmln' hole,
;
And the "swish" of the old fish-lin- e
Fir the "crockrles," "aggies," "glassies" and
The "nealles" that once were mine.

Happy Home

Healthy Housewife

know

But, thank the Lord, I am living yet.
And I thank Him, too, t.mt I
Can sit at ease when the day Is done
And drenm of the days gone by.

THE ROMANCE OF WORDS

INTEREST TO WOMEN

Had
Spells
You naturally feel secure when you
Ark.
"I had nervous
Horatio,
to
about
are
medicine
the
that
you
Mv
bad
and
awful
feelings.
spells
take is absolutely pure and contains no
all
right side and my back hurt me
harmful or habit producing drugs.
down
the time and I had been going
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
in health for six or seven years. For
three years I had not been able to do
kidney, Hvcr and bladder remedy.
my work without help. I weighed
The Bame standard of purity, strength
only 95 pounds when my husband's
and excellence is maintained in every
mother persuaded me to take Lydia
bottle of Swamp-RooE. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
It is scientifically compounded from
Now I heartily recommend it to all
vegetable herbs.
suffering women, as 1 have gained
It is not a stimulant and is taken in
my
weight and health. I can do allMrs.
teaspoonful doses.
work, anything I want to do."
It is not recommended for everything.
Arkansas.
Jim Rearick, Horatio,
It is nature's great helper in relieving
Boxwood Hard to Obtain.
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
In this country we once used tons
A sworn statement of purity is with of the Turkish and Persian boxwood
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t. for engraving, but this finely textured
wood Is now dllllcult to obtain nnil
If you need a medicine, you should
we use
hare the best. On sale at all druir stores very high priced. Ordinarily
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large. 3,000 tons of It annually.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr. Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
Kilmer & Co., BinRhamton, N. Y., for a On rising and retiring gently smeiir
sample bottle. When writing he sure and the
fnce with Cuticura Ointment.
mention this paper. Advertisement.
Wash off Ointment In five minutes
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
Not Flattering.
what Cuticura will do
I am unused to children and besides is wonderful
dandruff. Itching
complexions,
for
poor
knowing no lullaby songs I have no
hands. Advertisement.
voice to carry a tune. I offered to care and red rough
for a neighbor's child one afternoon.
Advice Is like castor oil It Is one
The child grew tired and asked me to
to prescribe It and another to
rock her and sing. I began bravely hut tiling
it.
she stopped me and said: "You don't take
need to sing, I dess. Your songs make
me wider awake." Exchange.

(Copyright.)

And thus all through life their desires grow, assume new forms, urge
them forward or backward, mold their
character for good or evil and shape
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CIGARETTES
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Domestic tobaccos
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THE DISTRICT COURT, CATRON
COUNTY, SEVENTH JUDICIAL
STATE OF NEW
DISTRICT,

IN
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BORN TAILORING
o
D
means much to the young man whose
o
o
ao
clothing buget permits no extrao.
El
o
vagance
o
D
a
O
A suit "Tailored to Measure ly Born"
o
o
o
offers all any man asks in good style,
B
fit, rich appearance and long wear, at
o
a
a
a price easily paid
o
E7
a
We are now Showing some particularly handsome
o
Woolens at
o
n
$30, $35 and $40 a suit
O
o
Men who think good clothes are still high will be
a

MEXICO.

Sound
Business Counsel
Clients of this institution
are always welcome to the

ad-

vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal business matters.

The proper kind of a banking
connection can be used to pro
tect your judgment as well as
your money. Even a small
savings account deposited with this bank
is quite sufficient to

establish proper

banking connections.

Safety Honesty CourtesyService

The RESERVE STATE BANK

The Reserve Garage
Lathe Work

General Repairing,

Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.
Oxy-Acetyle-

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
A. G. HILL,

Phone No. 3

Manager.

4

MODERN,
STEAM HEATED

HOT and COLD RUNNING .WATER

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons

The Best Meals and Dinine

Room Service

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

WHEN

MAGDALENA

YOU VISIT

EAT AT THE

Rflagdalena Cafe
Good Service
All the. Delicaees

Courteous TreHtment

that the Market Affords

Mrs. Effiie M. Cooper, Assignee,)
of Joe Melugin, a Kent, ' )
Plaintiff, )
vs.
)No. 2
Owen R. Walters, Clyde E. )
)
Walters, Leon R. Walters,
Laura Walters and the First )
National Bank of Magdalena, )
New Mexico.
)
Defendants. )
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE.
Under and by virtue of an order of
sale and decree of foreclosure of cer
tain chattel and real estate mortgages,
hereinafter mentioned, issued out of
the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District, in and for the County of
Catron, State of New Mexico, on the
28th day of December, 1921, in the
above entitled action, wherein Effie M.
Cooper, Assignee of Joe Melugin,
plaintiff, and Owen R. Walters, Clyde
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, Lauia
Walters and The First National Bank
of Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora
tion, are defendants, being cause num
ber two (2) on the docket of said court,
pleased to see these values
wherein The First National Bank of &
a
New
Mexico,
banking
Magdalena,
orporation, obtained judgment for O
$ti574 94, with interest thereon at the m
rate of ten per cent, from August
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Effie Q
S3
Resident Born Dealer
M. Cooper, plaintiff, and Owen P.. Wal
Leon
Wal
R.
E.
Clyde
Walters,
ters,
ters, and Laura Walters, defendants,
and decree of foreclosure of a certain
chattel mortgage, made and executed
December 4th, 1919, by Mis. Effle M.
Cooper and Claude E. Humphrey, as
mortgagors, to said bank as mortgagee the first above description and con
and which said mortgage was filed for sisting of 460 head and more with
also 25 head
record in the office of the county clerk ihe brands thereof;
and Recorder of Socorro county, New more or less of horsts and mares in
Mexico, on January 26, 1920, and num- the following brands: "Cross H," "A,"
"
and
bered 6161, securing a promissory note "Cross 1 Lazy Seven,"
Cross V" together with increase. It
for $5000.00, with interest, and any
enewals or extensions thereof, and being the intention of the description
which indebtedness Owen R. Walters, in this paragraph to cover such cattle
Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters under the second mortgage of the Wal
and Laura Walters assumed and agreed ters to Melugin, assigned to plait, tiff,
to pay, the property securing said in that are not covered by the first chattle
debtedness being certain cattle and mortgage to The First National Bank
and of Magdalena, and in addition the
brands hereinafter
described,
which mortgage was a first and prior horses and mares, all of which cattle,
lien thereon, and also, a judgment and horses and mares are now ranging at
decree of foreclosure of a certain real or near what is known as the Cooper
estate mortgage made and executed or N H Ranch, located about ten
December 4, 1919, by Mrs. Effie M. miles northwest of the town of Aragon
Cooper, plaintiff, as mortgagor, to Socorro (now Catron county), New
Allen Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee, Mexico, together with all the increase
It being
for and on behalf of said bank, which and offspring of said cattle.
mortgage was duly recorded in the the true intent of this description to
office of the county clerk and recordei cover all cattle in the above brano's ba
of Socorro county, New Mexico, on the same more or less wheresoever the
January 26, 1920, in Book of Mort same may be found, also said brands and
Inspection Solicited
gages, No. 87, "at page 413, and further the right to use the same marks and
Mail orders given our careful attention
securing said note for $5000.00 and in- brands, and carrying title, although
terest, and the renewals and exten- said property may have other marks
sion thereof, the real estate mentioned and brands.
in said mortgage being hereinafter deAND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
AND special master and receiver, will, on
scribed and setforth.
WHEREIN UNDER SAID DECREE, TUESDAY, the 9th day of May, 1!22,
the plaintiff, Mrs. Effie M. Cooper, at 10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
obtained a judgment against Owen R. frontdoor of the court house, Reserve,
Walters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Catron County, New Mexico, sell at
Walters and Laura Walters,, and public auction to the highest and best
NEW MEXICO
MAGDALENA,
decree of foreclosuie of a certain chat- bidder for cash, the following describ
tel mortgage, made and executed July ed real estate, mentioned in said real
29th, 1920, by Owen R. Walters, Clyde estate mortgage above described, as
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
E.
Walters, Leon R. Walters and follows:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Dnpartment of the Interior, U, S. Land
Laura Walters, defendants in said
All the South half (SJ) of the South
Office, Las Cruces, New Mexico
Department of the Interior, U S. Land
above entitled cause, as mortgagors, to east
the
and
South
half
quarter (SEi)
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 27, 1922.
which mortJoe Melugin, mortgagee,
(SJ) of the Southwest quarter (SWi)
March 27, 1922.
is
Edward
Notice
that
in
the
of
office
recorded
was
given
hereby
duly
gage
of Section four (4) and South half (SJ)
A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby give that Andrew
the county clerk and recorder of So- of the Southwest
and
quarter (SWi)
who, on October 29, 1917, made Home- W. Wilbanks, of Spur Lake, New
corro county, New Mexico, on Angust South half
SJ) Southeast
quarter stead
Mexico, who, on April 18, 1917, made
a, 1920, in Book 87, at page 649, securEntry, No. 017277 for
(SEi) of section five (5) and Southwest NJ
SKi; SEi SEi Sec. 1, NEi NEi Homestead Entry;- - No. 016417, for
ing three certain promissory notes,
of
and
section
quarter (SWi)
eight (8)
Lots 2 and 3; SWI NEi; SEi NWi
Section 12, Township 4 S., Range 20
each for the sum of $3529.11, with
Northwest quarter (NWi) of Section
Section 1, Township 4 S., Range 20 W.
N. M. P. Meridian,
W.,
interest at the rate of six per cent per Nine
Four
(4)
(9),
'
Township
Has filed notice of intention to make N M. P. Meridian,
annum from date until paid and
South, Range Seventeen (17) West, N. final three
filed
notice
Has
make
to
intention
to
establish
of
attorney s
lees, the property se- M. M. P. M. containing six hundred claim to theyearlandproof,
above described, final three
said
indebtness
year proof, to establish
being and
curing
forty (640) acres and referi ed to before Nazario Baca, U. S. Commis- claim to the above described land, bethe
thereincrease
certain cattle,
as what is known as the Cooper Home sioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on fore Nazario
Baca, United States
of, brands, and certain horses and Ranch in the
county of Socorro (now the 15th day of May, 1922.
at Quemado, New MexCommissioner,
mares, all Being Hereinafter more
Catron county), New Mexico
Claimant names as witnesses:
on the 15th day of May, 1922.
ico,
described, which chattel mort
That the amount of Said judgments
Claude R. Cavin, Spur Lake, New Claimant names as witnesses:
gage was a second mortgage and sub with interest to the date of sale are as Mexico.
Claude R. Cavin, of Spur Lake New
in
of
said
favor
fol'ows: The First National Bank of
ject to
prior mortgage
A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New Mexico.
The First National Bank of MagdaleMagdalena, New Mexico, $7031.55, and Mexico.
E. A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, and Mrs. Effie M. Cooper $13,325.94, total
Charles Hedrick, Spar Lake, New Mexico.
which mortgage and the indebtedness amount of judgments $20,357.49.
Chas. Hedrick, of Spur Lake, New
Mexico,
secured thereby was legally assigned in ,.
Wm. r. MORLEY,
S. G. Beard, Spur Lake, New Mexico Mexico,
Geo. W. Hooser, of Spur Lake, New
8
writing to Mrs. Effie M. Cooper,
Special Master and Receiver.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
plaintiff, by Joe Melugin and Elva K.
Register.
Nemecia Ascarate, '
Melugin, his wife, on July 29, 1920, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
which assignment was duly recoided ,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
in the office of the county clerk and
&
MADDEN
BUNTON
of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U, S. Land
recorder of Socorro county New Mexico Department
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
Lawyers
Office, at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
NOW THEREFORE, I, the underOFFICES
March 27, 1922.
March 27, 1922
and
Master
Receiver,
signed Special
MAQDALENA
Notice is hereby given that Claude SOCORRO
Notice is hereby given that Joe N.
duly appointed as such under said judgWtlso"Mg.
of Aragon, New Mexico, R. Cavin, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, Fitch Bldg.
ment and decree, wi'l on
Romero,
Practice In all the Courts '
MONDAY, the 8th day of May, 1922,
who, on November 29, 1916, made who, on December 15, 1917, made
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day, at Homestead Entry, as amended, No. Homestead Entry, No. 017337, for
IN THE PROBATE COURT OF THE
SJ SWi Section 23; NJ NWi Section
Ara014099 for
the front door of the postoffice,
COUNTY OF CATRON, STATE OF
SJ SJ NEJ, NJ NEJ SEJ, SEJ NEJ 26, Township 4 S., Range 20 W., N.
gon, New Mexico, sell at public adction,
NEW MEXICO
to the highest and best bidder, for SEi, EJ SEi PE, SWi SEJ SEJ, SJ M. P. Meridian,
j
In the Matter of the Estate of William
cash, the following described personal SWi SEi, SJ NWi SWI SEi, SWi Has filed notice of intention to make
.
J, Andrus, deceased.
SEI, NEi NEi, SEi SWi NEi NEJ, final three year proof, to establish
Notice.
property and chattels,
All that certain herd of range cattle WJ NEi SEi NKJ, EJ NWI SEi NEi, claim to the land above described, beNotice is hereby given that the unU. S. Commisconsisting of 400 head or more of cows EJ SEi SEi NWi, NJ NJ NWi SEi, fore Nazario Baca,
dersigned, was on the 27th day of
on
New
Mexico,
calves, bulls.steers and heifers branded Sec. 33. Township 3 S., Range 18 W., sioner, at Quemado,
March, A. D. 1922, appointed executor
the 15th day of May, 1922.
V on jaw nd Croat L on left hip and N. M. P. Meridian,
of the estate of William J. Andrus,
"Diamond Tail" on left side and Has filed notice of .intention to make Claimant names as witnesses:
deceased, by Hon. Florencio J iron,
E. A. Collins,
Spur Lake, New Probate Judge of Catron County, New
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as describ final three year proof, to establish claim
ed in the said chattel mortgage to The to the land above described, before T. Mexico.
Mexico,
A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New
U. S. Commissioner, at
C. Turk,
First National Bank of Magdalena,
Therefore all persone having claims
And all cattle in the following brands Reserve, New Mexico, on the 15th day Mexico.
against said estate are hereby notified
MexW. H. Eanes, Spur Lake, New
Cross Z F" on left side; "Cross I L May, 1922.
to present the same in the manner proico.
vided by law, within one year froB jjtia
A;" on left side, X on left side, CrossL Claimant names as witnesses:
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake, New date of said appointment or the lame
on left thigh and V on jnw: MI on left
Ambrosio Carrejo, David Archuleta,
side and double "Diamond Tail" on Juan Foulenfout and Henry Carrejo of Mexico.
will be barred.
Nemecio Ascarate,
William R. Morley,
left side and jaw, and "A B bar Aragon, New Mexico,
Executor.
Nemecia Ascarate, Register.
Register,
reverse J slash" not covered by j
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T. C. Turk, Reserve,
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New Spring Goods
We have the latest styles in

Ladies' Spring Hats
Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits

8

8

WE APPRECIATE AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
4

Reserve Pool Hall
Higtfins

&

McAfee, Proprietors

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

A pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two
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